THE TRINITY
Outing Club
Climbs To
New Height
by Mark Henderson
The Trinity Outing Glub is by no
means a new organization at
Trinity, but given , the major
changes in the Club's structure and
trip offerings for this year, it could
well deserve the label "new."
The main problem with last
year's Outing Club, as outlined by
Club president Glen D'Abate, was
the lack of leadership. With four
directors sharing equal status in
running the Trinity Outing Club
(TOC), no hierarchy was maintained. D'Abate insists there was
still "much input" at TOC
meetings, but no one person came
to the forefront to lead the TOC
out of its financial
and
organizational dilemmas.
Last March, an election was held
in order to alleviate the problems
of the past. Six officers were
elected for the 1981-1982 TOC.
Besides president Glen D'Abate,
Carol Sawyer was elected as Vicepresident, Rober Tramonte as
Treasurer, Sarah Adams as
Secretary, and both Bob Cooke
and Paul Cormier as Outing
Directors,
Sagging membership was a
problem that needed to be addressed, From an all-time low of
ten members last year, the TOC has
managed to win one-hundred paid
members - fifty of them active in
the Club's activities. Only by
"putting a lot of effort into it
(TOC)" does D'Abate expect to
make this year's TOC a success.
It is hoped that as many as 75%
of the TOC's planned trips will get
off the ground. So far every trip has
gone over, with hang gliding
lessons drawing the largest group
of participants. Two day hikes
drew twelve participants each, and
an overnight camp-out drew nine
people.
One of the biggest problems still
facing; the TOC is the budgeting of
the Club. Last year, it was designated as a program, not a club.
Therefore, the TOC was budgeted
through Mather Campus Center,
' not through the Budget Committee. This year, the TOC was put
on a club basis, but it did not gain
this status until after the budget
committee deadlines has passed.
As a result, the TOC still does not
have a budget. D'Abate believes
the budget committee has been
"unfair" to the TOC, as it has had "enough" time to reconvene and
come up with a decision concerning, the TOC budget. It has
been given a $117 budget for the
first month of operation.
In addition, a $2 membership fee
is required of members, "not to
raise money but to generate
genuine interest," according to
D'Abate. "It's not just backpacing," says D'Abate; diversity of
activities is emphasized. Other
activities include parachuting and
horseback riding. With the fantastic response of freshmen and
sophomore students, D'Abate
believes the TOC can become "the
most active club on campus".
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Editor Expounds On
U.S.-India Relations
J*y Joseph McAleer
America instead. Since that time,
"The United States and India" the United States and India have
was the topic of the annual George shared several historical similJ. Mead Lecture in ; Political arities, he stated. Both countries,
Science, held on Thursday in for example, were ruled by the
McCook Auditorium. The lecture British, eventually "kicked them
was delivered by Khushwant Singh, out," Singh continued, yet both still
a distinguished author, historian have great affection for Great
and the editor of The Hindustan Britain. India, in addition, "owes a
times in New Delhi.
great debt of gratitude to the
missions,"
who
Dr. Ranbir Vohra, Charles A. - American
' Dana Professor of Political originated the best schools,
Science, introduced Singh as a hospitals and colleges, he stated.
veritable "Renaissance man," due
In spite of these similarities,
to his many fields of interest. Singh, Singh noted, false images of both
Vohra stated, "is a novelist and peoples have been perpetuated.
short story writer of considerable "Americans got the image of India
emminence," as well as "one of the as an overcrowded, dusty, poor,
national useless and ungrateful country,"
: three or four leading
political commentators" in India. Singh stated. American Indians,
Singh is a member, moreover, of and natives from India have been
Khushwant Singh delivers \fcud lecture
the
Upper House of the Indian confused in this country, just as the
photo by J.E. Hardy
Parliament.
Indian conception of the American
Singh began his talk on Indo- •people, that of "Hiawatha", has
American relations by admitting, "I been in India, he added. Thus, "a
really have no expertise what- two-way traffic" of misconceptions
soever," and that his views are and ignorance has been preserved
"strictly personal." He then to this day, Singh related.
presented three thoughts on the
Shifting the focus of his address
subject for the audience to con- to the strained relations at present
sider. These were:
The Board of Fellows held their the Views of students, faculty and
between his country and ours,
- "How ignorance can create Singh cited "one stupid obsession"
first meeting of thelv present administration views on campus life.
academic year on Friday, October Mr. Kurz noted "Similar sessions false images of. another people," of the United States as a reason for
2. The Fellows, a group of twelve were held in January and March and how this leads to prejudice; this relationship. This obsession is
alumni, are appointed by Trustees 1981 and gave an effective forum
- "How prejudices can per- with communism. According to the
and by the National Alumni for student opinion. We feel that a petuate- through the creation of United States, any country that
deals with a communist country,
Association to study various similar session will enable the stereotypes;"
aspects of the College and to make Fellows to learn first-hand
- "How two peoples who share such as the Soviet Union, is
recommendations to the Board of everyone's views about such areas the same model values and detest regarded as an enemy, Singh
Trustees. According to Vice as fraternities, college social the same things can espouse totally stated.
India's friendship with the Soviet
President Thomas A. Smith, the facilities, and leisure-time social different causes."
"We started our knowledge of Union is necessary, Singh emFellows "are not restricted in their activities."
discovery of each other on the phasized, due to the "2000 mile
activities" and, therefore, are in an
Commenting on a letter from Dr. wrong foot," Singh quipped, noting common front" that the two
"ideal position" to act as a study
Starkey, Mr. Kurz called it an how Columbus was heading for countries share. This friendship,
group.
continued on page 4
Co-chairperson Charles Kurz '67 "important communication" from India in 1492 and discovered
expressed the group's concern the Trustees to the Fellows, adding
about the small number of minority that it "gave direction to the
members in the present freshman, Fellows' work and encouraged
class, but noted that the Fellows them in their inquiries into College
did not feel it was appropriate at life. He concluded his remarks by
this time to reactivate study of saying, "The Fellows make an
Interested students, faculty, and administrators are invited
minority recruiting. "Donald annual report to the Trustees each
to
attend a short meeting, Thursday at 9:30 p.m. in Wean
spring
in
which
they
recommend
Dietrich, the new Director of
Lounge.
Admissions, has had good ex- action to the College concerning
perience at Amherst in the area of the topics which they have studied
minority recruiting," said Mr. the previous year."
Kurz, "and we intend to meet with
him to discuss our earlier
recommendations."

Fellows Meet,
Ponder Life

Earth Week

Scholars, Jocks Confer On Sports

Anyone who thinks that
Mr. Kurz announced that, in
accordance with a request from Dr. philosophers and athletes have
George Starkey, Chairman of the little in common hasn't heard about
Board of Trustees, Fellows George the Philosophic Society for the
Lynch '61 and Dana Faulkner '76 Study of Sport-.- This group,
will review the
architects' composed primarily of scholars in
presentations for the Mather Hall philosophy, but also of physical
renovations and will make educators, social scientists and
recommendations to the ad- theologians, will hold its annual
ministration on behalf of the. international conference at Trinity
Thursday through Saturday,
Fellows.
October 15 through 17.
The primary purpose of the
While concerned about the
single-sex membership in all but Society is to foster philosophic
one fraternity, Mr. Kurz said the interchange among scholars inFellows are concerned primarily terested in better understanding
about the social life of the un- the nature of sports, competition
dergraduates and the impact of the and play. Like other professional
fraternities on the reputation of the ' societies, it produces its own
College. The Fellows intend to journal, The Journal of the
assist the faculty in its study of Philosophy of Sport, started in
undergraduate life and x t h e 1974. A recent issue. contained
fraternity issue. Plans call for the articles on games; ethics, drugs and
Fellows to hold a panel session on sport; appreciating play; and
January 22, 1982 to listen to . women and masculine sports.

Members
d i s s e m i n a t e who are or were athletes. Hyland,
bibliographies and course outlines, for example, was a starting guard
and engage in critical evaluation of , on Princeton University's chamnew and old philosophic research pionship basketball squads from
into sport.
1959-1961, and currently he runs 40
According to Drew A. Hyland, miles a week. The current
professor of Philosophy at Trinity president of the Society is Hans
College and immediate past Lenk of the Universitat Karlsruhe'
president of the Society, most of in West Germany. Lenk was a
the members' are academicians
continued on page 3
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Announcements
CPTVJob

Russia Trip

Connecticut Public Television is
looking for a student to work as
lobby receptionist and switchboard
operator Monday and Tuesday
nights 5-11 p.m. Some light typing.
Will train for switchboard. Must be
able to work vacations. $4.00 per
hours. Contact Mary Sullivan 2785310, or stop by CPTV.to complete
an application.

Anyone interested in traveling to
Russia on Jan. 2-18, 1982, please
contact Dr. Sam Kassow, Box 1301
by Thursday,

Off-CampusJob
Hartford neighborhood centers
seeks a student to work with small
groups of children ages 6-12 in an
after school program in the Frog
Hollow neighborhood, Knowledge
of games, sports, visual arts, camping helpful. Hours flexible. Withir
walking distance of campus. Interested Work-Study students
should contact Kathy Mills in
Financial Aid.

Gardner
Gardner will be attending a
breakfast with Trinity students at
Mather Hall on Thursday, October
15, from 7:30 to 8:30 a.m.

Irish Studies
A representative of the School of
Irish Studies will be at Trinity on
Monday, October 19,1981 to talk
about the study abroad opportunities available to students at that
program in Dublin, Ireland. We do
not yet know the time the representative will be here, and anyone interested is urged to contact the Office of Foreign Study Advising by
Friday, October 16, in order tc
ascertain the place and time oi
meeting.

Budget
Committee
An orientation meeting of the
SGA Budget Committee was held
on Thursday, October 9, in the
Ahimni Lounge. Jeff Moore '82,
was elected Chairman, and Angelo
P. Lopresti '85, was elected
Secretary of the Budget Committee.
Meetings of the committee for the
upcoming year will be held in
Alumni Lounge, every Tuesday at
7:30.

sore

Nationally-known self-defense
expert, Frederick Storaska in a lecture on 'How to say no to a
rapist.. . and survive." It will be
on Monday, October 26 at 8:00 in
the Washington Room. Free admission.

SdA Meetings
The following is the schedule for
Student Government meetings for
this semester. We urge everyone to
get involved! Student Government
Association: Tuesdays, 10:00 p.m.,
Hamlin. Budget Committee:
Tuesdays, 7:30 p."*m., Alumni
Lounge. <MCC). Planning Board:
Thursdays, 7:00 p.m., Washington
Room. (MCQ. All students are
welcome to any of these meetings.

;'...-Part Time RA
Part time Resident Assistant:
YMCA seeks woman with, interest
in Human Services to assist Director of Housing. At least 2 years of
courses in human services necessary, plus ability to handle emergency situations. Office hours 3.-6 p.m.
evepy other Monday-Thursday
and 10 a.m.-6 p.m. every other
Friday. Also on call in residence
6 P.S33.-6 a.ro. every other night and
weekend. Live in free plus salary.
£end letter and resume to G."
Chan.plin, YMCA, 135 Broad
Street, Hartford, Conn. 06105, by
October 23, 1981. EEO/Affirmative Action Employer.

STAMMTSSCH
Kommen Sie 'mal zu uns, urn
Deutsch zu sprechen! Mittowochs,
um 6 Ohr in der Mensa ("whitepub-room").

ConnPIRG

THAPF

There will be a ConnPlRG local
board meeting on Thursday, October 15, at 7:30 p.m. in the Committee room. Topics to be discussed
include last week's telephone company survey, recycling, and
semester projects. All students are
welcome to attend.

Those interested in applying (or
the Trinity Hunger Action Project
Fellowship (THAPF) should
contact Professor E. Findly in the
Religion Department at 70 Vernon
Street (ext. 474). The deadline for
applications for the Trinity term is
November 15.

Workshop
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Physical Education-Registration

WANTED

Physical Education — Registration, 2nd Quarter, Lobby Ferris
Center, 9 a.m. - noon, Oct. 12 -Oct. 16, 1981.

The Makris Diner needs full or part time work. Number is 529-4652.
1795 Berlin Turnpike.
.........

Biology Seminar

PERSONAL

Speaker: Dr. M. Lynn Lamoreaux, Senior Fellow, Department of
Dermatology, Yale University Medical School. Title: "Defects in
Mammalian Pigmentation: Vitiligo, Albinism, and White Spotting".
Date: Thursday, October 15, 1981, 4:00 p.m.
Biology seminars are held in Room 134 of the Albert C, Jacobs
Life Sciences Center, Refreshments will be served at 3:30 p.m. in the
Life Sciences Center Library.

Hello Scott! Little 'B 1 , Willy 'G', and Nick 'D' still keep the Big 'A'
fan club thriving.
Happy late B'day DA, love Magic.

Newman Club
The Newman Club will meet
tonight at 7:30 in Goodwin Lounge.
Father John will be there to discuss
"Mass
— The Communal
Covenant."

SPECTACLE

The Trinity Outing Club is an
organization which offers students,
faculty and staff the opportunity to
appreciate the beautiful outdoors
through an array of outing
Committee for Change at Trinity activities ranging from x-country
will be holding a Cave discussion skiing and backpacking to
this Wednesday at 4:00 concerning parachuting and sleigh rides.
Mather Campus Center renovation. Anyone interested in becoming a
this may be the last chance for1 club' member or participating in an
students to have input in the plans.
activity1 should contact Box 8000'
for further information,
There will be a five day backpacking trip to the high peaks of
the Adirondacks on Oct. 17-22 and
A paper will be read by Hans a -day hike on Metacomet Trail
Lenk from the University of through the Rugged Mt. area on
Karlsruhe, West Germany entitled Oct- 31.

Philosophy""'
Symposia

Classifieds

Arrow-Hart, Inc. has made
available money to assist needy
students who are the sons and
daughter? of company employees.
Students
who meet
these
qualifications should contact the
Tinancial Aid Office at Trinity and
the Personnel Office at ArrowHart.

Friends of Trinity
Faculty Research Lecture SeriesE
Rowing
GOING TO THE HEAD OF
THE CHARLES Sunday, October
18? The Boston chapter of
"FRIENDS" of Trinity Rowing"
needs volunteers to help in onehour shifts selling stickers,
balloons, and baked goodies, or
pouring beer, or cleaning up (cleanup is a 10 minute shift). All
volunteers are considered automatic
"Friends", and as such, receive free
beer (and many thanks) throughout
the day. Interested? Call Polly
Freeman '77 or Marian Kugh '77 at
617-482-4170 (day) or 617-227-4935
(evening). Or stop by on the 18th
(LOOK FOR BALLOONS!), not
far from the finish line.

The Spectacle, Trinity's new
political magazine, is looking for
well-written articles across the
political spectrum. Send submissions (typewritten, doublespaced) to Box 2016. The deadline
for the October issue is October 15.
If you want more information or
are interested in joining the staff,
contact Ian at 249-4996 or Andrew
at 249-0359.

PROFESSOR ROBERT A. BATTIS
Wednesday, October, 14, 4-5:30 p.m., Faculty Club
Yugoslavia's System of Self-Management;
An Experiment in Economic Organization
Soviet type economies in Eastern Europe, because of defects
in central planning, have experimented with a variety of economic reforms most of which have emphasized markets instead
of planning. Yugoslavia, employing some rather obscure comments by Marx to justify the reorganization of its economic
system, has made some of the most radical reforms. In place of
central planning, it substituted markets and autonomous
worker-managed, profit seeking enterprises which presumably
would be responsible for investment"decisions. This lecture will
review the basic character of these reforms and their economic
and political consequences.

For Delicious Piaa and
Hoi Qwan Grinders
Call whan you
laava — If will
- hm madV upon
your mm-ml

. World Affairs
Dr. Samuel Kassow, Associate
Professor . of History, will be
speaking on "The Soviet, Union in
the 80's" at 8:00P.M. on Tuesday
night in the LSC auditorium. Dr. :
Kassow's presentation will be the
first in a series of five lectures by
members of the Trinity faculty
sponsored by the World Affairs
Association this fall.
Through the provision of these
brief but informative talks by
Trinity faculty members, the World
Affairs Association hopes to further enlighten students and faculty
as to the issues and events effecting
the international community.

Coffeehouse
The Coffeehouse is now open
every Tuesday, Thursday and Sunday nights from 10:00-1:00 in Wean
Lounge. Doughnuts, tea and coffee
are served and entertainment is
featured every Tuesday night.
Anybody interested in performing
at the Coffeehouse should stop by
one evening or drop a note in 248.

Outing €§yii

CCAT

Ann Crumb, the Acting Assistant
Director of Career Counseling, will
be performing a self-assessment
workshop in collaboration with Dr.
La Mesa -Espanola se celebra Eleta J. Jones on Thursday, Octodos los miercoles a las 6 de 6 tarcie tober 15 at 3:00 p.m. in the Gooden el "White Room", y la Reunion win Lounge. Dr. Jones, who was a
Espanola los5 lunes a las 9 de la., Career Planning'aindj Placement Ofnoche en el Dormitoro Espanola ficer at the University of Michigan,
(Jackson 205). Pueden asistir a am- has much experience in facilitating
bas actividades todos; los in- career planning and self-assessment
teresados.
workshops.

Arrow-Hart
Scholarship

"Responsibility and Technological
Power" on Wednesday, October 14
at 4 p.m. at 70 Vernon St. This is
one of the bi-monthly symposia
which is required of all majors.

Com® in ara§ Eat in our
NEWLY EXPANDED Dining Room

Phone
287 New Britain Av®
Hartford
Across from
South Campys
Rfcii&rd

prop

247-0234
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Intern Explores The Mind
by Patty Hooper

each of their patients. She said that
this conversation is conducted in a
sociaHike atmosphere. When the
"one-to-ones" are completed, the
volunteers co-lead a "communications and listening skills"
group with the long-term volunteers
for the patients. This is done in effort to help the patients better express themselves.

Many Trinity students participate
in the internship program here,
which offers students the oppor. tunity to pursue, in depth, practical
experience related to a specific field
of interest: Sharon Day, a senior
majoring
in
Biology
and
Psychology, is working as a volunteer intern in the Psychiatric Unit of
Hartford Hospital.
Sharon explained that the unit is
for short term patients, with the
average stay for these patients being
two to four weeks. She works one
full day per week, and maintains a
high degree of responsibility in her
position. A typical day begins (at
8:30 when she is assigned, (two, or,'
three patients for whom she is
responsible for that day. She said
she watches their activities
throughout the day, talks totheni
on a "one-to-one basis" and charts
their activities at the end of the day
(i.e., stating whether they were
depressed, happy, secluded, etc.).
She mentioned that volunteers are
rarely allowed to chart patients, and
she does not know of any other
program where interns are permitted to do this.
After being assigned the patients,
the nurses, volunteers, and head
psychiatrist hold a "team meeting"
where issues concerning new admissions and problems are discussed.
Following this, Sharon participates
in a "community meeting" with patients and staff to discuss issues
relevant to the patients and the daily schedule.
After the group meetings, Sharon
explained that the volunteers then
participate in a "one-to-one" with
The TRINITY TRIPOD.
Volume 80, Issue 5,
;October 13, 1981. The
TRIPOD is published weekly
on Tuesday, except vacations, during the academic
year.. Student subscriptions
are included in the student
activities fee; other subscriptions are $12.00 per
year. The TRIPOD is printed
by the Palmer Journal
Register, Palmer, MA, and
published at Trinity College,
Hartford, CT. Advertising
rates are $3.00 per column
inch, $30.00 per eighth page
and $55.00 per quarter page.

The volunteers are then given a
"less structured time" to socialize
with the patients before lunch. After lunch; a volunteer is assigned to
do security checks on certain
patients. Sharon explained that this
entails going around t6 each of
these patients and observing their
activities. . ; ; . ; ( , ; •, . ; ' . • - . , s
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Her final activity for the day is
the charting of patients. At the end
of each day, she reports to, the head
nurse about the activities of each
patient to whom she was assigned,
and charts their activities.
She explained that the Psychiatric
Unit is an "Open Voluntary Ward"
and is considered to be one of the
best of its kind in New England.
She said that the ages of the patients
are from 16 up, but that most fall
between the ages'of 20 and 40. She
mentioned that the problems these
patients have range from depression
to mild schizophrenia and drug addiction.

Bliss Perry, WALT WHITMAN
1906.
Mary N. Stanard, THE
DREAMER, THE LIFE OF EDGAR
ALLAN POE1925.
Albert Payson Terhune,
Shirley Gold
Books & Antiques
420A New Britain Ave.
11-5 PM

TUBS.-Sat.

Juniors or Seniors with a 3.0 average:
interested in Congress? Earn 16 credits
on Capitol Hill.
•Unique Internships based on your
interests. Work with members of Congress in their offices and on their committees.
•Seminars with leading government
experts, focusing on current policy

Sharon Day

; i -:

Sharon mentioned that after this,
she is involved with the recreational
program. She said that most of the
patients are permitted to use the
pool and gym at the School of'Nursing across the street from the
hospital. She noted that the doctors
believe "physical exercise is basic to
stimulating new mental energy in
the patients or calming high
anxiety." Sharon organizes games
and other activities for these patients.

SUPERWOMENmt.

She said that the hospital is
unique in that it treats the volunteers as a part of the staff. The hope
of the hospital, according to
Sharon, is that the volunteers can
serve as a link to the community
and help to dispell myths about
psychiatric units and illnesses in
general. She also said that the
hospital respects the opinions of the
volunteers, and actually relies on
the interns quite heavily. She explained that she had worked in a
similar unit before, but was not
given this amount of responsibility.
She said she finds her internship
very rewarding "because it makes
me feel like I am doing something
substantial and helping a lot of
people." , : , , ,. ,", . , ; , ;
* photo by Marybeth Callan

SineM Develops Fuel Additive
by Megan White

- Scovill professor of chemistry,
Dr. Robert Smellie, Jr., has served
for the past ten years as a consultant to the Rolfite Company of
Stamford, Connecticut, which went
public this past summer. Smellie
played a major role in the development and evaluation of the company's environmentally
safe
manganese combustion catalyst.
Currently entering the general
market, the product shows great
potential in its ability to reduce fuel
consumption and air pollution and
to extend the life of engines.
The patent for the fuel additive is
in the name of Andrew Rolf who,
after completing the pioneer work,
approached Smellie for aid in
gaining a chemical understanding
of his product. Smellie was consulted on the theory and development of the catalyst, helped secure
the fuel additive's seven foreign
patients, and served on the Rolfite
Company's Board of Directors un-.
til this summer.
The catalyst is employed in a
ratio of two to five parts per million
of fuel and can be utilized in either
an internal combustion engine (gas
or. diesel) or an external combustion
engine (spray oil burner). The
theory behind the product involves
the controlled release of a catalyst,MnO, to meet combustion timing.
The patented additive is actually a
coordination complex formed between the transition element
manganese and an amine.
Manganese was chosen for use over
other transition elements because it
is relatively inexpensive and has a
high threshold .level, meaning that it
must be present in comparitively

•Washington Faculty headed by the
chairman of the Congressional Intern
Advisory Council.
•Discussion Groups to share information and opinions with fellow student participants from around the country.
,
• .. .
Filing deadline for Semester II:
November I.
For applications and information:

large amounts to harm the environment. By varying the negative ion to
which the manganese is initially
bound, and the amine, the nitrogen
containing compound with which
the manganese complexes, the MnO
catalyst can be released at different
times to correspond to the combustion rates of various types of
engines. Timing is crucial because if
the catalyst is released too rapidly
the combustion will be overly
vigorous, yet if released too slowly
the combusion may be completed
without the catalyst's aid.
By controlling the rate of catalyst
formation, the compression ratio in
an internal combustion engine may,
in effect, be increased chemically
rather than mechanically. In a car,
a higher compression ration translates to higher miles per gallon. A
gradual increase in pressure on top
of the engine piston is desired in order to cause the combustion flame
front to progress slowly. By
releasing MnO to meet combusion
timing, more power can be
produced from the same amount of
fuel, enabling an increase in car
speed. Or, more importantly, the
increase in effective compression
allows a car to travel at the same
speed while consuming less fuel.
Another positive attribute of the Rolfite, combustion catalyst is its
ability to increase the life of engines
by keeping them cleaner. Most fuels
contain sulfur which is converted to
sulfate (SO3). The sulfates cause
cakes of deposits resembling stalagmites to form on engines, which
decrease their efficiency by
reducing heat transfer. The catalyst
MnO is termed an "oxygen
scavenger" because it competes
with sulfite (SO2) for oxygen, thus
lessening the amount of oxygen
available to combine with sulfite to
form sulfate deposits. Since the sulfate might also be converted to sulfuric acid, engine corrosion is also
lessened through use of the additive.
The manganese complex is
dispensed in a neutral oil carrier in
which it can be safely stored
without fear of ignition or vapor
f o r m a t i o n . T n s t r u c t i o n s are
provided as to the, proper ratio in
which it should be used, which

Washington Legislative Internship Program
College of Liberal Arts—Room 302
725 Commonwealth Avenue, Boston, MA 022l c
617/353-2408

An Equal Opportunity Institution

According to Smellie, optimal
use of the additive is achieved when
engine adjustments are made. For a
car or truck, the .spark timing in
ignition should be changed to optimize the product's catalytic
qualities. For the conventional
spray oil burner, used in both
homes and in industries, more
complicated. adjustments are
necessary. Since the catalyst
changes the whole reaction sequence, the combustion parameters must
be adjusted; however these
modifications are limited by furnace design and temperature
tolerance.
Currently the> product is in the
initial stages of market development. Its use in commercially contracted industry has been expanded,
with the largest consumers being
heavy oil users, such as marine
boilers, and diesel trucking fleets.
However, the additive is coming to
be publically recognized and a consumer market developed. It is
selling well in Western Europe according to Smellie.
•
In addition to his work'with
manganese combustion catalysts,
Dr. Smellie has conducted research
and published scientific articles in
several fields, including chemical
kinetics, catalysis and colloid
science. He is the co-holder of three
US patents, a member of the
American Men of Science.

Conference Slated
continued from page 1

BOSTON

typically vary from two to five parts
per million fuel. Emission summaries have been developed by
analyzing exhaust for the presence
of unburned hydrocarbons, carbon
monoxide, carbon dioxide, and
nitrogen combined oxides. In all
fuels, when used optimally, approximately five percednt less carbon dioxide is found in the exhaust
when the catalyst is employed, as
compared, to a baseline of untreated
fuel. This corresponds to a five percent reduction in fuel consumption.
Smellie claims that the mileage of
his Subaru improves seven to nine
percent when he uses the Rolfite
additive. Since the cost of treating
gasoline with the catalyst is approximately two cents per gallon,
the product is a potential money
saver.

member of the West German crew
team that won the gold medal in
the 1960 Olympics.
:
The Philosophic Society for the
Study of Sport was founded in 1972
in Boston, Massachusetts, at a
session held in conjunction with
:he annual meeting of the Eastern
District
of
the
American
Philosophical Association. Its
principal founder and first
president was Paul Weiss, one of
the most distinguished living

metaphysicians. An international
society, it has some 150 members,
most of whom are doctors of
philosophy from the U.S., Canada,
Europe and Japan.
The three-day conference will
begin Thursday evening at 8:00
p.m., with a keynote address by
Frank deFord, senior editor of
Sports Illustrated, who will speak
on the topic of "Jock Journalism:
The Sports Reporter in Athletics
Today." On Friday and Saturday,
attendees will present papers, and
films will be shown and discussed.
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World News Briefs
by Dale Sindell
President Anway el-Sadat of Egypt was assassinated by a group of men in
military uniforms as he watched a military parade on Tuesday. The sudden
death of the 62 year old democratic leader shocked the woild and left the
future of Mideast stability questionable. Egyptian leaders hurried to make
smooth transition and demonstrate continuity by nominating, on Wednesday, Vice Pr ' ^ent Hosni Mubarak, Sadat's closest associate and protogee
as his successor. The referendum, in which Mubarak will be the only candidate, will be held Tuesday, just three days after Sadat's funeral. By implementing a speedy peaceful transition, Egypt hopes to portray itself as
sufficiently stable and strong to honor all its "commitments and treaties."
The new leader has said that he will continue the peace effort with Israel according to the Egyptian-Israeli peace treaty. Egyptian-U.S. relations are
also expected to continue as always, the U.S. being Egypt's main supplier
of arms and aid. Finally Mubarak seems to have the backing of Egypt's
military establishment. In the investigation of Sadat's assassination the
main target is a small fundamentalist Moslem group called Takfir Wahigra.
The group, a well-organized, violent band of guerrillas had condemned
Sadat's regime as "corrupt and Westernized". Ho^wever, the Egyptian
Government has had to no official word yet on the assassination. U.S.
Secretary of State Alexander Haig stated, "We have no evidence" of outside involvement in the assassination, thereby absolving Libya for the presence of any direct participation. Meanwhile, Mr. Haig warned other countries, specifically Libya and the USSR, against trying to interfere in Egypt.
Washington officials announced that tensions had been heightened in the
region as Libyan and Egyptian forces had been placed on "high alert"
along their common border in a precautionary move. Also in the region,
Libyan forces continued to bomb' Sudanese villages. Egypt and Sudan are
allies who both view Libyan Leader Col. Muammar el-Qaddafi as their
common enemy. Qaddafi called publicly for the assassination of Sudanese
President Gaafar al-Nimeiry in light of Sadat's assassination. Sudan announced Thursday the formation of an anti-Qaddafi front in response.
Libya has also been broadcasting continuous appeals to the Egyptian Army
and people to rise up and overthrow the Egyptian government.

Mead Lecture Delivered
I

continued from page 1

however, v"does not mean we are
unfriendly" to the United States, he
urged. After all, India formally
'"'condemned the Soviet invasion of
Afghanistan, he stated. Nevertheless, India "could not afford to
take sides" between the U.S. and
the U.S.S.R., Singh noted, and the
U.S. turned to Pakistan.
"Relations today have never
been, worse," Singh continued, due
to this "lethal" supply of U.S.
armaments to the Pakistani
government. "You are arming a
country that has no representative
government and may go into a
military gamble to support itself,"
he -warned. If any one leader is
presently
vulnerable
to
assassination, he added, it would be
Mohammad Zia ul-Haq of
Pakistan, who is not a "popularlyelected leader" and who "grabbed
power as a dictator." Singh asked,
"Is that the kind of person the
United States has invested in its
future?"

"The
Americans
have
demonstrated ill will," Singh stated,
"by arming our neighbor rather
than a friend." He stressed that
India has always turned against any
country that has armed Pakistan
because "these weapons will
ultimately be used against us as
they have been done in the past."
India, furthermore, "is in a most
vital part of the world," Singh
emphasized. For a country that is
regarded as "poor, backward and
useless," India is the seventh
largest industrial power in the
world, and is ranked third
worldwide in terms of manpower,
he added.
Therefore, Singh stated that it is
up to the United States as the
bigger and stronger power to take
the initiative and strengthen
diplomatic ties. "I think," Singh
concluded, "that the United States
will find that India is a better bet
than the nations in •which they have
already invested."

Would you like
to spend the^

fALL;
'
;;
SEMESTER^
INJERUSMEM?

Co-op Provides Culinary Option
by Joanne Matzen
The
Trinity
Women's
Organization is offering a cooking
cooperative as an alternative to the
lonely meals in the dorm and the
noisy feasts offered by Saga. One
evening a week, students get
together in the Women's Center
and sample the culinary skills of
the particular week's chef who is
chosen from among those in the
cooperative.
The evening's cook is in charge of
purchasing and preparing the
•meals, while the cost and cleanup is
divided among those in attendance.
Rarely does the price exceed $2 $3 — less than the dinner price
charged by Saga.
As a staff member and a

coordinating committee member
of TWO, Karen Weiss decided to
take responsibility for reorganizing
the cooperative which had led a
popular existence at Trinity two
years ago. An introductory meeting
was held for those interested on
October 1, but the turnout of three
was disappointing.
Nevertheless, on October 6, Matt
Carey played chef and created a
hot and spicy chicken gumbo
which he called, with subtle expertise, "GIop". "It's my specialty,"
he noted. The attendance, which
increased to five that night, "enjoyed a meal that was slightly too
hot."
Except for a general agreement

New SGA Regime Convenes
by Bin Gregg
On Tuesday, October 6, in
Hamlin Hall the SGA under a new
regime headed by president-elect,
Tom Hefferon, had its first
meeting. After a few opening
remarks by Hefferon, in which he
emphasized that SGA representatives must "maintain a tight
contact with their constituents,"
additional elections for offices in
SGA were held.
Elected to the following
positions were: Debbie Mandela Secretary; Leif Fellinger
Treasurer Office Manager; Anne
Collins, Ted Hartsoe, and Wendy
Farnham - Steering Board Committee; Jeff Moore, Lori Davis, Ted
Austin, and Ruth Watson - Budget
Committee; Lyn Snodgrass Transportation Chairperson; Peter
Yearley - Curriculum Committee;
Mike Ziskind-Library Committee;
Susan Bloomquist - Career
Counseling Committee; and Tina
Tricarichi - Faculty Hason,
Appointed to the following

standing
committees
were:
Carolyn Ginsbuirgh, Lori Shipley
Ted Hartsoe, Marie Hall, Dan
Cave, and Bob Muccilli - Constitutions Committee;
John
BonelH, Debbie Mandela, Ted
Hartsoe, Gigi Dolan, Jackie Kim
Jon Goodman, and Bob Muccilli
Elections Committee; and Dan
Cave, Wendy Farnfcam, and Jim
Grenen - Transportation Committee.
Elected to the ad hoc committees were; Jennifer Kurmaski,
Jim Grenen, Carolyn Ginsburgh,
Bob Muccilli, Lori Davis, Jeff
Moore, and Mike Ziskind - Saga
"Committee; Carolyn Ginsburgh,
Debbie, Mandela, Tod Knutson,
Wendy Farnham, Jeff Moore, Mike
Ziskind, Leif Fellinger, Jackie Kim,
Susan Bloomquist, Beth Lerman,
and Jon Goodman - Housing
Advisory
Committee;
Lyn
Snodgrass, Leif Fellinger, Mike
Ziskind, Jackie Kim, Mark Lee,
John Bonelli, and Lou Shipley Book Exchange Committee.
Hefferon in his concluding re-

« a small learning community, with students from all over the
United States
» Brandeis credit
® financial aid
APPLICATION For further information, see your Study Abroad advisor or write:.
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INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS, SACHAR CENTER
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marks commented to the SGA, "A
lot of things can be accomplished
with the SGA but the structure
must be set up in a workable order
and that the officers should think
about the goals they and their constituents want to obtain."
Following Hefferon's closing
comments, Vice-president Ginsburgh motioned that a member of
the SGA participate with her on an
inter-organizational social coordinating committee which would
include members from the TCB,
IFC, Women's Organisation,
SGPB, La Voz Lattoa, and CCAT.
The motion was passed and Anne
Collins was elected to join Ginsburgh.
The final action of the night
came with a motion by Ted
Hartsoe in which the Steering
Board Committee would write a
letter to the newly appointed
faculty committee dealing with
fraternities asking them to consider
having student representatives.
The motion was passed by an
overwhelming margin.
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Every Wednesday in October:

HOT HEAD SLATER
COLLEGE NITE
/2 price admission &
V2 price drinks with College I.D.
$3.00 Pitchers All Nite
THURS., OCT. 15:
introducing
"LINDA & THE
LOVELETTERS"
r

No Cover

FRL, OCT. 16:

Rock 'n' Roll with
"EYES"

50$ Drafts, 75% Bar Drinks 'til 9:30 p.m.

SAT., OCT. 17:

The Jacob Matt Institute in Israel
OFFERSYOU
• a focus on Israel: its politics, history, social development, art
and architecture
• study trips throughout Israel, including an extended stay on a
kibbutz and in a development town
« courses conducted in English
• a strong program in Hebrew language study, beginning with a
summer ulpan

to meet on Tuesday niRhts at 6:00,
the cooking cooperative currently
remains fairly unstructured. "Each
member is not required to attend
regularly," said Weiss, "but we.
want to get a core group of about
five people who will encourage
others to come." If there is enough
interest, the cooperative may
decide to meet twice a week,
"For the most part those now attending arc not on a Saga meal
plan. This is an especially good
opportunity for those living- in
singles and off the meal plans, to
get together with other people,"
Weiss noted. Weiss suggests that
those interested in participating in
the cooperative contact her or sign
up at the Women's Center.

The Music of
Steely Dan
"BEAU BOLERO"

50<p Drafts, 75$ Bar Drinks 'til 9:30 p.m.

ROGK'N' ROLL
SUNDAY: 50$ Drafts 'til 10:00 p.m.
No Cover
MONDAY: 2 for 1 Drinks 'til 11:00 p.m.
TUESDAY: Fwrvthing in the JnintfQt
31 WOODBINE ST. (Off CapftoJ Am.)
247-8888

n
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Parents investigate Follett's fall fashion line.

£
*

--

The young and the old stroll down the Long Walk.

Smile, and say "PICNIC".

' V

Budding TRIPOD photographer gets her first lesson from sis.

All photos by J. E. Hardy
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Patents Weekend: Flames
of Memory are Rekindled

Editorial
SGA: 'Too Many Cooks ..."
With elections completed, and the victory celebrations
staged, the SGA has settled down to business at last.
During their first meeting/the results of the committee
elections were formally announced, and the number of
names is astounding. It is no wonder that the SGA takes
so long to act on issues! It is caught in a quicksand of its
,. own bureaucratic red tape.
As President, Tom Hefferon has a major challenge facing him: rid the SGA of that albatross around its neck:
that is, its reputation of ineffectiveness and sluggishness.To do this, he must put his organization on a
strict and much-needed diet. Streamline the number of
committees, Tom. 'Decrease the number of representatives on each; this will serve as a deterrent to unending
discussions and overall inactivity on the various topics.
Clearly, the SGA cannot be the effective governing
body it claims to be if the power continues to be
delegated to more and more committees made up of
more and more representatives. Too many cooks have
spoiled the broth In the past; we hope this will not continue.

Open But Pmductive

by Kate Meyers

A patchwork of color slightly
sways beneath the October sky.
The sun ignores the intruding
clouds, shining down on collegiate
fields. Mom and Dad sit in the
distance looking on, feeling proud,
hoping for a victory but not really
feeling that the outcome is crucial.
It is the event that matters, the
form and the feeling - the college
roar revisited,
Parents Weekend is a trip down
memory lane. Friday's and
Saturday's events are not produced
for the kids, who stay civily sober
and recapture; their table manners
for dinner at the Brownstone or the
Hearthstone and them come back
afterwards and get stoned. No, this
deceptive presentation of co-ed life
is totally conceived and con-

I must praise Mr. Collins for
having such patience with the
Reagan Economic Program. He
waited less than a week before
decrying the package as an act of
brutal savagery. We conservatives
should have such patience - we
waited fifty years before deciding
Mr. Collin's beloved New Deal was
useless.
Unfortunately because Mr.
Collins determined Reagan's
package was a flop before it had a
chance to take effect, he displayed
a liberal amount of ignorance. First
off Mr. Collins states that the
Reagan Program is a return to the
dark ages of Herbert. Hoover. WeU,
he forgot to mention that the last
president to attempt a large tax cut
was J.F.K. President Kennedy cut
the tax rates by 25% in two years.
Let us not return to the dark ages
of Camelbt.
Next Mr. Collins makes the
entirely befuddling remark that our
problems are caused by Keynesian
Economics and the New Deal and
to correct these problems we
shouldn't implement Reaganomics.
I must admit, I'm so confused by
this statement that I have nothing
more to say.
Having blamed the New Deal as
a cause of our stagnation, Mr.

Last Year's Dirt is still This Year'sDirt!
To the Editor:
[This letter was submitted to and
received by the Tripod for inclusion
in the Oct. 6 edition. However, due
to technical difficulties it yvas not
published. We therefore resubmit
the following letter:]
As concerned members of the
college community we feel the
need to respond to two letters in
the Tripod of Sept. 29.
Kurt Kusiak's criticism of Denise
Atkinson's article is lacking in
many respects. He has neglected to
seriously address any of the issues
that she has raised. Instead, he
avoids such , a . confrontation
through the use of satire. This
approach is in poor taste andis, in

fact, inappropriate for an issue as
sensitive as sexual abuse. Sexism in
general, as it is fostered in fraternal
institutions, is a topic of utmost
importance at Trinity and should
be dealt with in a serious fashion,
Mr. Kusiak's presentation is
representative of the type of immature attitude which impedes the
resolution of existent problems.
These problems w^ere raised and
widely discussed on Awareness
Day last semester. It is disturbing
to see that Ms. Atkinson's call for
' further investigation of sexism and
sexual abuse in the fraternities has
provoked such a worthless
response this semester.
We disagree with Marybeth
Callan's position that "last year's
dirt" should be ignored; one cannot

taneous ruur and rise for a
spectacular pl«y. the continuous
>K«iat chatter, and eventually, the
•KKUhing mellow tiredness that hits
after an afternoon outdoors. It is all
(here, signed, scaled, delivered,
Later there arc even "happy
hours" when they can tnlk about
the game, and meet their children's
friends and the friend's parents,
and continue in the handshaking,
.willing process until it's time to go,

It is their chance to go beyond
the vicarious pleasure of long
distance conversations when wild
tales are retold and great plays are
relived. It is "live" action and
they are there, right in the hub,
smiling and taking picturesSeveral elements combine in
order to wrap up a nice tight
collegiate package - the sipping of
bloodies in the stands, the spon-

The flames of memory have been
rekindled and the days of youth
relived. We hope th«t their return
has provided some smiles and warm
feelinp and something to talk
about in the weeks to come. At any
rate, another Parents Weekend
has passed snd we can return to
our normal existence - the one
thcy.uimc here ant! attempted to
share.

Have Patience With Reagan's Plan
Dear readers,

Yes; folks, that time of the year is upon us once again.
Open Period begins on Friday, and lasts for nine days.
Trinity is indeed fortunate to have this mid-semester
break in routine, a kind of exhaust valve that eases the
pressure that has built up during these seven weeks.
The unique opportunities presented by this event must
not be exploited, therefore. Faculty and students alike
should use this free time wisely In an effort to rekindle
their burnt-out minds. Take a few days off if you must, but
also take advantageof this relaxing study time away from
cfasses. Open Period can be extremely productive if a
healthy balance is achieved between these two.

structed for those individuals who
do their best to pay the bills,
Mather w redecorated (more like
rearranged), the food is upgraded,
the Jazz Ensemble ploys, the Pipes
sing, the athletes perform, and the
cocktails flow. But these are simply
accouterments ~ the real pleasure
of Parents Weekend lies in that
mom and dad can go back to
college, They can even dress and
act like they never left,

ignore acts of sexual abuse, It is
obvious that the problems relating
to sexism which were discussed on
Awareness Day have not been
solved. If the attitudes indicated in
the letters of Mr. Kusiak and Ms.
Callan, those which discouraged
discussion of campus issues, are
true of the Trinity population in
general, then such problems will
never be solved. Indeed, "last
year's dirt" Is "this year's dirt" and
should definitely be found in the
Tripod.

S47-02I3

' PACKAGE STORE

Sincerely,
Deborah Bergstrand,
Assistant Professor of
Mathematics

Collins then goes on to compliun we're supposed t« fight the
Russians with thirty-two-yenMld
that cutting these programs i* on
bomber*. Right now if the Soviets
awful and mean thing, What he
attacked the. NATO alliance, they
fails to realize is that Reagan didn't
could be through the F.R.O. and
cut back on these programs from
into France in less than « week. We
the year before, he merely cut back
must increase uur military spenon the projected Carter budget.
ding to defend our Western allies.
Mr, Collins should also remember
IX we don't Mr. Collins and Co,
thai the Reagan budget of 1982 is
would have t« spend their summers
larger than the Carter budget of
in other places than Gay Pause.
1981.
In his next paragraph Mr, Collins May I suggest Havana.
Lastly Mr. Collins accuses the
also makes a small error. He has
the underfunded state governments Reagan tax cut of favoring the rich.
voicing "indignation" over the Well let it b-e know that the people
Reagan cuts. Well, the last with incomes up to $20,000 dollars
Governors conference passed a wiU be receiving a larger % share
resolution supporting the Reagan of the tax cut than the % they pay
Plan by a substantial margin. Our in taxes. So niuch for thut
state leaders voice their in- statement.
dignation in a most befuddling
In short, Mr. Collins" letter was
manner,
ill-conceived, ill-timed and uf
Having savaged the Budget and setting. In Mr. Collins' letter two
tax cuts, Mr, Collins is left with the facts were used, neither of whichadmirable task of criticizing the made a compelling argument. "His
military for suffering the effects of liberal cause has again shown itself
"Hberal"-caused inflation. How as ignorant. R.S.V.P.
dare the military ask for a 7% real
Sincerely Yours,
increase in spending. Evidently
Phillips CBrien, '85

Anyone Ever Hear
of Self-Expression?
1 would like to sincerely thank
Mark Bishop for a perceptive, wellwritten letter in last week's Tripod,
entitled "We are all human
beings." It's comforting to know
that there are still real people with
real morals and values amongst us
at Trinity. I would like to take this
opportunity to share some of my
own thoughts in addition to what
Mark said.
Mark spoke of the "dress code"
at Trinity and how his indentity was
questioned merely because of the
clothes that he was wearing. How
well I know that feeling! Having
been asked that same question
many times in the past few years (I
was stopped by security on campus
one night for an I.D. check), I often

wonder where our real values are.
What's with all the conformity? It
seems like it's a sin to be different
here, whether it's from tastes in
clothing or different tastes even in
music. Has anyone ever heard of
self-expression or individualism?
Personally, I'm not into clones,
Another point raised by Mark
was the separation of Trinity
College from Hartford. It seems
that the "pseudo-Aristocrats" of
Trinity College would rather snub
Hartford and its residents than accept them. Like Mark, I find that
totally unacceptable. I became
acutely aware of this problem after
one of my friends from Hartford
restrained from visiting me after
continued on page 9
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Letters and Commentary
Dangerous Thoughts!
The Battle Rejoined
have not done so. It seems I've been
much too lenient on them. Clearly,
To rephrase something Jonathan corrective measures are in order.
Swift once said, when a good
Let's tackle the issue of censorcolumn appears in the Tripod you ship brought up in both Dr.
may know it by this sign, that the Kirkpatrick's and Mr. Ervin's letters.
dunces are all in cofederacy against Both raise an issue that I made too
it. It is only then that I feel safe.
quickly and vaguely. I made a
It has been a full three weeks now distinction between attacking
since the last such confederacy was "diversity of opinion," which is
formed (although not all in it were what Giamatti accuses the Iworal
dunces), and I have been patient Majority of doing, and attacking
long enough. The four correspon- "diversity of morality" which, I
dents who replied to my article on said, is their real target. Both Kirkthe molesting of the Morals Majority patrick and Ervin, neither of whom
have had a full three weeks to see are dunces,,rnake the trite pqint that
the error of their ways — and they moral positions are opinions.

It was my own vagueness that led
Our objection (or, at least, one of one point Kaplow asked Falwell,
to such silliness; as penance, let me them), then, to the Moral Majority "Can somebody disagree ith you
give a full explanation:
isn't that they're making morality and still be m o r " " ' T* answer:
My point was that the Moral into law, but that they are not "Many, many people do, anu many
Majority is not concerned with all making good decisions about which who have ditag •* are very
opinions, but with morality, and morality ought to be made law and moral." At ot : .er'points on the
not with constricting the free flow about the extent morality should be program Falwell made the same obof immoral opinions but immoral made into law.
servation.
actions. Making one's morality into
So, when Dr. Kirkpatrick responds
Unless one is ready to accuse
law is different from repealing the that moral positions are opinions, Jerry Falwell of lying or being
First Amendment.
he is missing the point; when Mr. unrepresentative
of
the
Believe it or not, we all believe, to Ervin says that. "Morality is but a organization he hear1?, unless OIK
a certain extent, in making our way of thinking" he is wrong — it is has information refuting FalweU's
morality into law. It is immoral to also a vay of acting. It is actions, statements of Ms organization's
fob banks for instance; even though , not opinions, that can be truly beliefs, one must grant that the
there is a'"diversity of opinion" on dangerous "in a society (despite-the Moral Majority is a reasonably
that subject. J (Ask a bank 'robber, name of my column). And it is im- tolerant organization.
his opinion is likely to differ from moral actions that the Moral
I am sure that many people in the
yours — or he's lying about it.)
Majority wishes to outlaw. Immoral Moral Majority are intolerant — as
opinions they wish to only refute many people in all political
Can we compare censorship of
through proselytizing or debate. organizations are. Intolerance exists
pornography to the outlawing of
robbing banks? Yes, we can. Both This is the difference between everywhere — and it's distributed
are legitimate function's of govern- "opinion" and "morality" in the pretty evenly.
To: The Tripod
ment.
The word "censorship" has context of this discussion.
Dr. Kirkpatrick states that while I
I want to express my hearty thanks to the many people who worked so
bad
connotations,
but I doubt that
find no evidence of racism in the
Let's take another point:
hard to make the Inauguration run smoothly last week. It was a comanyone reading this column would
Giamatti wrote in this speech that Moral Majority, that doesn't mean
plicated affair, but thanks to our Buildings and Grounds, Food Ser-r
be entirely comfortable without it,
the Moral Majority has "licensed a it's not there. But the burden of
vice, and other staff members who worked extra hours, everything went
Few of us would outlaw the airing
new meanness of spirit in our land, proof in that regard is on those who
off without a hitch, despite the uncertain weather. I am especially'
of "Three's Company" on
a resurgent bigotry that manifests accuse the organization or its memgrateful to the faculty marshals and Cerberus students who guided our
television (not even the Mora! itself. . . in acts of violence." Dr. bers of racism — not the accused.
guests around, between the rain drops. Everyone worked together in a
Majority would), but few of us, I
Kirkpatrick thinks" Giamatti means
How does Dr. Kirkpatrick know
way which showed our guests that Trinity is indeed a close and friendly
suspect, are comfortable with lif- that the Moral Majority, by making that Falwell and other, like-minded
community.
Sincerely yours, •
.
.
ting the ban on publishing pictures intolerance fashionable, leads some ministers have not even denounced
of nude children in sexual acts. In
to think that "any act against the racism? Certainly, the Moral
between these two examples there is
other side is tacitly justified" in- Majority isn't known for its anti\J ®AXfUb\ \ y i*y U < V
much legitimate room for debate.
cluding "violence." Dr. Kirk- racist stands, but that means little.
Even the Supreme Court recognizes
patrick then extends the meaning of Different groups have different
James F. English Jr.
that some censorship is legitimate.
the word "violence" to such things purposes. The Moral Majority conas cutting off someone's food centrates, by necessity, on certain
stamps.
legislation it deems important for
This observation would be a good Congress to pass. It is difficult to
N.Y. Times Magazine section (Sep- explanation of Giamatti's words find civil rights legislation
say "Why should I, its her baby,"
Just the other day I heard on the
tember 20) by Irving R. Kaufman. and of the Moral Majority if it had nowadays that a conservative group
remember she certainly didn't
radio that men can bear children.
You can begin to see the threat to something with which to back it up. would support, because good civil
create it by herself. Imagine this is
"Never!" you say? Then have you
heard about .fertilized eggs implan- one you fathered and are sup- women's rights as well as the rights Unfortunately, it doesn't and so it rights legislation has already been
is only a speculation. Giamatti passed and is being enforced.
ting in Fallopian tubes that are posedly equally responsible for. Do of everyone else. '
I believe that there should be might mean what Dr. Kirkpatrick
Concluding my points about Dr..
delivered by Caesarian section? you believe strongly enough in your
freedom of choice and that so- means by "violence," but he might Kirkpatrick's letter, let me refer to
This possibility made me realize a morals to give up nine months of
your life and then twenty or more called "pro-life" people should in- not. The Moral Majority might be his final paragraph. I won't quote
solution to my problem of how to
vestigate murder of human beings an intolerant organization which the whole thing but the gist of it is
respond to David Gurliacci's two years without planning it first? Or is
by
looking into the death penalty.
implicity gives the green light to that the Moral .Majority is so selfit
easier
to
tell
someone
else
to
abide.
articles on abortion. It is inconTo state that a fetus is already a "violence" in some form, but there righteous that it is intolerant, and
ceivable to me how a man could by your principles while you do not
therefore "believes that'one's grasp
human being before it is born is as are indications to the contrary.
possibly see a woman's point of have to because of your sex?
In an interview with the ABC-TV of a moral' position justifies one in a
Taking- another aspect of abor- ridiculous as saying a fertilized egg,
view oh abortion without sharing
pluralistic society shutting down the
the physical and emotional burden tion which David did not even men- sperm, or unfertilized egg are program "Directions" on January
human beings. They all have the 14 of this year, Jerry Falwell was public expression : of alternative
of an unwanted child (and I don't tion, what of the girl who is raped
continued on page 9
or is impregnated through incest? Is potential to become human beings. questioned by Herbert Kaplow. At
mean paying child support).
To stretch this point even further, a
she
to
bear
her
rapist's
child
even
if
I would like all you "pro-life"
skin cell has the potential, if in the
men to walk in our moccasins. Let's she is twelve years old? There have right environment, to become a
been
girls
pregnant
very
young
who
suppose this operation is practical
fully functioning organism.
right now andean unwanted, fer- could die because their bodies are
not developed enough for childI feel very strongly that children
tilized egg (or fetus) could be transbearing.
should be planned for and wanted.
ferred to a man's body. If you
Imagine you are kidnapped by an Even when illegal, abortions have
really believe that fetus is already a
evil
scientist and a fetus (from your been and will take place. The only
human being, you carry it! If you
sperm) is implanted in you. The difference will be they take place in
Editor
analogy is far from perfect but if back alleys or with coat hangers. I
Joseph McAleer, Jr.
you begin to imagine what it is like would like David Gurliacci to face
to face the choice if you are not sure reality and real-life women, like he
Managing Editor
that a fetus is not a human being, did that girl who told him about her
William N, Gregg
then I haye
accomplished abortion. Realize that pro-life
proposals have far-reaching consomething.
sequences. When you take away the
Sports Bailor
News editors
As to David's attack of abortion
choice you may find being pro-life
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Martha Tofoies
Mary Ann Corderman
by implying Congress could better
for the fetus could mean being proJames Moore
'interpret' our rights than the
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death for some women.
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Letters to the Editor
You Voters Made An Open Letter to All Students
It All Possible
To the Editor:
On behalf of the SGAI would like to thank everyone who worked
so hard on the last SGA election. Without the help of these people,
the SGA for this year would still be on the drawing boards.
Thanks go to the Mather print shop (especially Jim and Hpward)
for helping us out in the clutch, to Lois DiCara for helping us out
along the way, and to Wayne Asmus for hiring non-SGA workers to
count the ballots. We want to thank also the members qf last year's
election committee who volunteered to help with this year's elections: ChuckGuck, Debbie Mandela, Jackie Kim, and Ted Hartsoe.
Special thanks must go to Leif Fellihger who coordinated the entire
;
process and did most of the work as well.
",
A different kind of thanks go to everyone who voted in the elections and everyone who ran in the elections. We may not run the
most efficient elections but we are proud to note that the election was
the most hotly-contested one ever. The level of interest which was
shown was heartening and we intend to live up to it.
Sincerely,
Tom Hefferon '82
SGA pro tern President

SGPB Clarifies Self
We, the members of the Student
Government Planning Board, are
writing this letter in response to
recent criticism concerning \ the
Student Government Planning
Board's inefficiency and inability to
provide social and cultural events
open to the entire student body.
We would like to clarify the
nature and function of the SGPB.
As stated in our constitution, "The
purpose of the Board shall be to
serve as the Central Planning
Board to prcfvide a balanced
schedule of diverse social and
cultural activities to meet the
varied interests of the Trinity
College Community within the
financial limits set by the Budget
Committee."
I, We are designated the Central
Planning Board because we control
the largest organizational budget
on campus — i.e.: This year
$32,055.00 of your money.
n . Balanced Cultural and Social
Activities: Each year we plan and
execute"" numerous
events
according to the guidelines set by
the Budget Committee. The Board
has four sub-divisions, and each has
its own budget as follows::
A. Concert and Dance Committee:

• I. Beginning of Christmas
semester Dance: $1385.00
2. Halloween Dance (Friday
October 30): $1440.00
3. Spring Weekend Dance:
$1885.00
4. Spring Weekend Band:
$8025.00
Note: It is important to remember
that these are total budgets. Costs
include staging (sounds and lights),
security, publicity, and refreshments.
;
: B. Lecture Committee:
One major lecture per
semester: $1582.50 per semester.
(Monday October 26)
C. Cultural Committee:
Flat-out budget of $3000,00
plus $840.00 for movies.
This is the only really flexible
committee in terms of our sponsorship of events.
• D. Special Activities Committee:
Club "T" (one per semester):
$6105.00 per semester. (Friday
November 20).
The SGPB is currently comprised of forty-six members of the
Trinity student body. The only
prerequisite for membership is the
presentation of a petition concontinued on page 9

People Would Miss SGA
To the Editor:
Last Wednesday The Committee
;
For Change At Trinity held a Cave
• Discussion on whether ior not there
really is a need for the S.GA. VicePresident
Smith,
C.C.A.T.
members, S.GA. representatives
and approximately twenty students
attended the (discussion giving
specific suggestions as well as
constructive criticism. J h e main
criticism voiced concerned the
S.G-A.'s inability to do anything
concrete for the Trinity Community other than to perpetuate
itself. This inability to create
positive changes was attributed to a
lack of interaction with students,
sidestepping of major issues, arid a
lack of clear direction by the,
S.G A, leadership.
In response to C.C.A.T.'s ques-,
tion which appeared in last week's
Tripod article: If the S.G.A. were
to self-destruct would anyone
notice?" I vehemently maintain
that a great deal of people would
notice. Any individualwho is a
member of the forty different student organizations, including
W.R.T.C., the Tripod, and
C.C.A.T., would take immediate
notice because the Student
Government Budget Committee
. .which allocates them funds every

year would have "self-destructed".
Any student who attends Club T,
Spring Weekend, or-any of the
ather $32,000.00 worth of Student
Government Planning Boardsponsored activities during the
course of the year would also take
immediate notice because these
events would also have "selfdestructed"!

The Trinity Gay Alliance, c/o
Box 1373. A support group for Gay
and Lesbian students, a discussion
group for those questioning their
sexuality, and a social group to
meet those like us at other schools.

Is There
A Male
Stereotype?

Dear Editor,
This is in response to Benjamin
Thompson's thank you note to all
of the students who participated in
his BSRI survey. I am at a total loss
as to what Mr. Thompson refers to
as the " t r a d i t i o n a l
male
stereotype." Does he mean that all
males drink booze and "pick up"
girls? Does he mean that all males
pursue violent contact sports and
act "tough" or "macho"? I feel Mr.
Thompson's view does nothing
other
than,
offer
some
"stereotypical" anxiety patterns
without defining stereotype or
offering suggestions as to what
specific behavior creates the
anxiety.
The uneasiness and anxiety he
suggests in males must be expected
from anyone placed in a new and
different environment. The only
significant point he makes is that
males have more anxiety than
others. Mr. Thompson suggests at
the end of his letter that the increased anxiety in "masculine"
males has "physical, cultural, and
psychological implications," yet
offers no idea of what these implications might be with any
specificity.
I think Mr. Thompson might
have taken a more cause-effect
route in discerning the anxiety
"A Boy and His Dog:11 This week's Bantam Baby is a faculty member levels in masculine subjects and
perhaps offered some feasible
(Humanities), a Trinity graduate, a bicyclist and a football announcer
correction possibilities to those
Who is he?
Last week's charming cherub was none other than Richard E. (Nick) anxiety ridden males.
Noble, Sports Info Director..
Michael Jacobson

^Bantam !Bahy

Beer & Wine
Served

Eat in or
Take Out

COME IN AND EAT IN OUR NEWLY EXPANDED DINING ROOM

•;••',

I would like to take this opportunity to point but to the school
:>ody that student government at
Trinity is composed of not only the
S.G.A. legislature but .trie
S.G.B.C., which finances all
student government organizations
including the paper you are now
holding in your hand, and the
S.G.P.B. which puts on dances,
movies, lectures, and Spring
Weekend. All three of these bodies
welcome students to attend their
meetings and will listen to any
suggestions presented, If you are
truly concerned about what
happens on this campus then
PLEASE come to these meetings,
get involved, and let your voices be
heard. Do something a little more
constructive than bitching about
student government at Trinity.

•

an academic environment. . . and
want to talk about it.
Periods of adjustment, of transition, can be tough to get through.
Some of you will begin to question
your lifestyle this year, while others
will continue to refuse to question,
to wonder in secret, to fear. The
Trinity Gay Alliance exists to help
out, to talk, to ask advice from, and
to release your frustrations to
students like you. In most cases,
you'll find that' we've all traveled
:
t'he'sante road, together walked side
by Side, without realizing the other
was there.
The TGA also exists to educate
those members of the College
community who feel that "different
is bad." TGA members prove that
not only is being different being
The Trinity Gay Alliance exists for good, but that being gay is good as
students who know they are gay in well.
Having fun at Camp Trin-Trin?
Enjoying yourself? Doing the
things you really want to do?
College is a great time, a time for
self-discovery, for growth and
change. It can be a painful time too:
especially if you're discovering
you're gay.
A recent letter:
My Friend:
Let us talk. I am a gay freshman but I have not told a single
person,about this. I feel it is
necessary, for my \ survival at
Trinity that I keep my sexuality
confidential. But now I am
becoming a lonely person.
What should I do? Can you tell
me how to contact others like
me?
.

Sincerely Yours,
Chris Sullivan ' -

'; •••...Phone 527-7764

•297;% -.Washington Street
Hours; i o n . - S a t , 11 am-12 pm; Sun." 11 am~pm
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Commentary
Look What Pied Piper of Liberalism Has Done
To The Editor,
In regard to Mr. Lincoln R.
Collins' masterful diatribe against
the Reagan Administration entitled
"Destructonomics", allow me to
make a few important observations;
1. What justification does Mr.
Collins have in slapping a
misleading label onto an economic
program almost two weeks old?
Does he have the gift of phophecycan he say with authority that it is
"doomed to failure"? I hardly think
so. Is it really so difficult to wait
until 1984 when the results are
scheduled to show up? The
President designed an Economic
Recovery Program, not a plan for
any destruction- oh, but there's the
destruction of "50 years of progress
in American Government," isn't
there? Progress? I don't call
staggering inflation, stagnant
' productivity, insanely high taxes,
and 25 million poor Americans the
products of progress. Face it, the
only beneficiaries of our "Great

Society's" are those social program government can reap a royal
bureaucrats. Let's be honest with harvest of wealth, which is then dolourselves and admit that welfare ed out to the needy in some
programs today are failures. Let's cases but to the unproductive in
turn to some practical plans of most instances. I'd rather put the
action. This is what the President unproductive to work and that
offers us.
means getting industry moving.
2. Why does Mr. Collins Granted, there will be some pain in
denounce the Reagan plan? I the short run; after all, it took 50
should think that it's fairly obvious years to cripple the economy. Why
that "demand-side" economics is a can't we endure a little pain? The
failure and that supply-side rewards down the road will more
thinking offers us a way, out of the than make up for the short-run
misery wejve been led into by the misery'. Oh, but Mr.Colliris tells us
Pied .Piper ofLitferaJism. All this there will' be horrible riots' and
involves is giving business in- uprisings. We Can stop them by
centives to expand production and bribing the rioters with federal
invest in new plants and equip- goodies. Well, they'll want more
ment, thereby creating purposeful and more as time goes by. They'll
jobs for millions of unemployed demand so much that the taxpayer
Americans. If the government money tree will bear no fruit and
starts to reward productivity by the economy will collapse. In
granting tax breaks to those best November, most Americans voted
able to invest in more production, against the advocates of the
it can bring about • economic juggernaut welfare state. They are
growth. By taxing business and sick and tired of the tax burden laid
workers into the ground, which is upon their shoulders by the
liberals. They are sick of a
the goal of the demand-siders,

government that rewards unproductivity. There is a national*
call for austerity. Put Uncle Sam on
a budget and cancel our ride to
economic doom! Our legally
elected President does not crave a
nation for the rich, he desires to
give workers a better life and the
poor a chance to be workers.
3. As for Mr. Collins' frustration
with the Administration's concerns
for our national security, let me
point but tha,t our peac^-lpving,
decent, Soviet friends are showing
their goodwill .in Afghanistan,
Poland,
Vietnam,
Angola,
Ethiopia, and other nations. If
given the chance, those nice
communist bears will jump all over
us. I would rather beef up our
defenses to discourage attacks than
mail invasion invitations to the
Kremlin; Those Russians are
dangerous, Mr. Collins. They are
building up their military now and
have always done so- even during
the days of detente. They do not

zmberbutone
man strom

Sincerely Yours,
David R. Lindquist '85

SGPB
continued from page 8
taming thirty student signature:•*
We would like to remind students
that if they are truly concerned
about this planning process thcr
they should get involves ..
Remember; we represent you, and
it is our responsibility to reflec.4
your interests on campus. Was
cannot successfully
operaf«
without the proper imput from yo':.
Therefore, we extend (aii;i
reiterate) the invitation to atter 3
our meetings and express' yo!-opinions. (Please note: on';,
members have voting privilege?
but as proper representatives, v t
have very open ears and minds.)
Respectfully submitted,

reallycomfort a woman
leremiaL

want arms reduction, they want t<
rule the world.
All things considered, Mr.
Collins, you've taken to defending
a position that's losing favor in this
country-I think the 1980 electioi "
returns and current opinion polls
show that rather clearly. Why no*
just try to support the president o;
offer some positive solutions instead of lashing out blindly wit&
banal, thoughtless rhetoric.

Kate Kincaid, Noted Entertainer—Durango, Colorado

CaraBachenheimer '83 -Preside..-:
John Kalishman '84 - VitPresident
Christine Stanson '84 - Treasure
Dan Moali '83 - C oncert and Danr *
Committee Chairman
Bryan Chegwidden '84 - Speci..
Activities Committee Chairman
Chris Sullivan '83 - member
P.S. Look for upcoming events
the Tripod.

Jeremiah was noted for his
might. But not for the'wrong
reasons. Sure he was gutsy,
lusty like you'd expect. He
was also strong enough to be
gentle. And when the chips
were down, nobody was truer.
Jeremiah Weed is more —=*=*than a legacy. It's a tribute to a
100 proof mayerick.

Expression
continued from page 6
being labeled, "townie", at
facing some hostility from sever
students-. I detest that wot :.;
"townie"! Just because we go i .
Trinity College doesn't make us as .
damned better than anyone els
Again to quote Mark, "We are t~:'..;
the same." I also refuse to isoU*.;
myself to the unfortunate narrov >
mindedness that lurks behind tl •;
"great iron fence." There's a I: >.
out there to see and do, and pies';'
of "real people" to meet. Preside '
English proposes to open up t! doors more to Hartford. I think!
would benefit us all.
Sincerely, VV, v^-ti
• :
TimYasui'83
: v

Falwell

Jeremiah Weed* Bourbon Liqueur © 1981 Heublein, Inc , Hartford, Conn

continued from page 7
views and in circumventing
political process . . . "
When Dr. Kirkpatrick, or anyoi else, can cite proof that the Moi
Majority believes anything eve
close to these opinions, I will jo
him in denouncing the group. \*
observations indicate that this >
wrong and that, quite to the cot
trary, the organization has r
designs on subverting basic libertior democratic rule. Unsubsta?
tiated charges just won't do.
Those interested in a transcript <
the January 13 Falwell interview c
the "Directions" program may J
quest it, free of charge, from M
Sidney Darion, Manager of PubAffairs, ABC-TV News, 7 We
66th Street, New York,N.Y. 1002.,
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Myriads of Married Movement
The following solo by McAdams
was
simply
entitled
"ImThe Goodwin Theatre was the provisation." As explained by the
site of an intriguing dance concert performer, the original plan was to
Friday night. In concert were Nusha have Andre Gribou play the piano
Martynuk and Carter McAdams. while McAdams danced, but due to
The two are presently members of illness, Gribou could not be prethe Nikolais Dance Theatre.
sent. A tape of favorite Satie
In the opening dance number, music was provided for McAdams.
"Patternset," McAdams and Mar- With one false start and a minor
tynuk were ablely assisted by Carol problem with the tape system,
Mezzacappa, Janet Savage, and McAdams danced well. The
Deborah Vogel. The first light came program was split into two
from the side of the stage and cast portions, with a pause between the
shadows across the dancers as they two pieces of music. In the first sec. moved. The four women danced tion, the dancer used very little of
well together, while McAdams dan- the stage and incorporated what
ces
apart
from
them. seemed to be mime movements. In
Choreographed by Martynuk, the the second portion, McAdams
dancers used quite a bit of head utilized much more of the stage in
movement in this piece. At the con- conjunction with the change in
clusion of the number, McAdams music, as it came to an abrupt enjoined with the women and the ding.
dancers returned to their starting
The last number of the first act,
positions.
"Small Changes," was the most
The second number of the even- • pleasurable. The solo by Martynuk
ing was a duet performed by was divided into two movements,
McAdams and Martynuk and chor"Love Song" and "Dance Song."
eographed
by
McAdams,
Choreographed and performed by
called "Split Solitude." The piece Martynuk, the dance is based on
begins with McAdams soloing, usUkranian folk dance with some
ing a lot of gymnastic movements.
small changes. The Ukranian BanHe used a wood chip as a prop,
durist Chorus provided the vocal
studying it, protecting it, and at one music via tape. The "Love Song"
point discarding it. McAdams was slow and pretty. In contrast,
showed his athletic ability well in the "Dance Song" was lively and
this piece. Martynuk joined him us- Martynuk showed her expertise in
ing quick, sudden movements in gymnastic movements. The percontrast to his slower, more drawn- former seemed to enjoy performing
out ones. The piece ends with the this piece the most.
two moving in unison to the piano
music provided as accompaniment
The second act opened with the
on tape.
by Susan Place

Nusha Martynuk prepares for "Patteraset.'

photo by Marybeth Callan

Tricks and Flicks
by Laurel Robertson
- Cameron charges through the
woods, desperate, but in control.
Behind him an army of police with
dogs digs in for a long search to
find him and only him. Ahead are
unforeseen obstacles and the
.elusive hope of freedom. The
fugitive never panics. He smoothly
sidesteps each, obstacle until he
flees into a crowd. BK Cross, a
director on a movie set, notices
Cameron's actions and offers him
sanctuary in return for the
desperado's services as a stuntman.
The escapee finds himself in the
unreal world of a Hollywood set.
He wins a princess but soon senses
that somebody may want him dead.
In his search for this villian, he
finds no answers, only more
confusion: the fairy tale-like world
has enveloped him: and wrenched
the control of his life out of his
hands to his amazement and rage.
The plot mixes twists and turns with
moments of charming and intelligent wit.,, Thus the. screenplay
of "Stuntman" is,one of many,
highlights in this film.
Steven Railsback is well Cast as
the fugitive who is unwittingly
thrown into wonderland. He
catches the desperation of a man
who is on the run, and the control
of one who has been hardened to
life threatening situations. After
being impressed as a stuntman, he
brings out the frustration and anger
inherent in this character whose
usual tight grip on a situation
disappears into the mists of fairy
land. He walks the fine line between melodrama and subtlety. '
Peter OTdole had quite a
challenge in his role. As the
devilish director, he must appear
demonic, crazy, obsessed and allknowing without disclosing which

he really is. One minute he is a
raving lunatic and the next minute
he is the epitome of evil. Only one
thing is certain. Cross has a crystal
clear purpose: to make a good
movie. His methods are often
ruthless and always questionable.
No one is ever sure what he is up
to. As Cross uses this unpredictability to keep his workers
on their toes, OToole uses his skill
in portraying this unpredictability
to keep the audience off balance,
as well.
.
Richard Rush rises to the
occasion, with this challenging and
often bewildering film. Adding to
the confusion inspired by OToole,
he leads the twisting plot through
its flips and flops in a most
engaging and bemusing manner.
Many whimsical inventions are
added to enhance the delight of the
movie. For example, the use of the
director's perch is one of many
surprises. The potential confusion
that could have resulted from the •
script, the acting and the directing
is averted by Rush's clear directing.
He keeps the story slow enough to
follow, but it still moves with
considerable speed.
Barbara Hershey also deserves
honorable mention. She portrays
the star that Cameron falls in love
with. This love conflicts with her
career and Hershey plays the
•actress with an understanding of
this problem.
"The Stuntman" is great fun. The
story line moves quickly and interweaves some fantastic events,
which are only believable in the
framework of an unreal world. As
escapist fare, it is pure delight. The
distortion of reality presents some
tantalizing philosophical questions.

performance of a duet by
McAdams and Martynuk called
"Fast Dance Goodbye." In this
number, the husband-wife duo
showed their harmony. Their
timing was incredibly perfect. Much
of the piece was parallel movement
or delayed repetition.
The final dance number of the
evening was divided into five
vignettes. Entitled "Some Enchanted Evening," the performance
dealt with monsters. More props
were used in this number than in
any other.- There was a freestanding window, a rocking chair
and a lamp. In the first section, the
two dancers alternated movements
in the dark, with a movement freeze
in the light. A flashlight was used
throwing shadows on the window.
The different vignettes were interspersed with Martynuk walking
across the stage wrapped in a sheet
carrying a stuffed bear.
This number was a premiere and
was very hard to understand. The
music
and
accompaniment
provided a confusing mixture of
spoken phrases, nonsensical
sounds, and music. The dance was
intriguing and made the audience
wonder at the meaning.
The concert, on the whole, was
interesting to a non-dance person.
The husband-wife duo showed their
obvious dance expertise. The
musical accompaniment was wellchosen and well-interpreted. The
audience's reaction showed that the
pair are welcome back at Trinity
anytime.

Drama' Triplets bom at Trin!
by Heather Randolph
and Elaine Stamput
The Jesters will be performing
three dramatic works from October
13 to 16. On October 13 and 14, two
shorter productions will be shown;
"Ludlow Fair" and "Of Wars andPeople." On October 15 and 16,
"Seduced," a full length production, will be performed. The plays
will be presented in Garmany Hall,
and admission is free.

•"Ludlow Fair" by Lanford
Wilson, co-directed by Alice
Harlow and Laurie Anderson, is a
timeless story dealing with communication. It is based on a poem
by the same name, concerning a fair
where people go to forget their
troubles. The story involves two
characters; the pretty and popular
Rachel, played by Judith Wolff,
and the dumpy and unpopular
Agnes, played by Eva Goldfarb.

The two co-exist in a "college
roomate" situation, living in an
apartment in N.Y.C. Each tries to
help the other through their personal problems, but each ultimately
fails because of their "communication gap."
"Of Wars and People" is a oneman play written by and starring
continued on page 11

CARPET REMNANTS SALE
LOCATION

F092
G129
G228
E688P
EB13011
A1215
B1549
B7416
B12110
CXK3295
D912
E935
G1999 : ";
G36O
61295

SIZE

12x13*
12x9"
12x8*
1O"x1O°
12x10*
; 12x11°
12x10*
= 12x14°
•- 1 2 x 1 1 ™
12x13*
12x9°
12x8"
12x9'
12X84
12x9>

COLOR

FIBER

Blue/Olive
Kettle Grey
Sunset Ridge.
Lettuce Greed
Walnut
Golden Grandeur

Nylon
Antron
Nylon
Nylon
Nylon
Nylon
Nylon
Nyton
Dacron
Antron
Nylon
Antron
Nylon
Nylon
Nylon

RaffinGoM

•••,•"..

Sand
Golden Maple
Mushroom
Forest Green, Tones
Cognac
Rust
Softest Blue
Light Lettuce

STYLE
Sculpture
Level Loop
. Mini-Shag
Twist
Carved Saxony
Twist
Twist
Saxony
Saxony
Twist
Saxony
Chemtle Plush
Level Loop
Carved Saxony
Saxony

REG.

SALE

$142
216
168
143
233
194
154
196
173
289
257
229
119
179
148

$99
132
87
88
136
149
109
135
135
142
148
119
72
89
88

Additional 10%
Saie Price
For Students

FLOOR COVERING
& DECORATING CENTER

with Trinity LD.

1128 New Britain Ave.
In New Bntain Toll Free 224-2383
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Gaelic Ghost Appears

by
Webber
by Karen
Karen L.
L Webb
I could have watched Donal Donnelly's portrayal of Bernard Shaw
all night, for alas, two hours with the playwright were not enough.
"My Astonishing Self" just whetted my appetite.
. Though the play started slowly, the audience began to warm up to
Donnelly, whose one liners became increasingly funny, while his
serious monologues became downright thought provoking. Compiled by Michael Vpysey, the play's selection of Shaw's writings and letters was excellent, presenting a Shaw we seldom encounter, touching
every subject from his vegetarianism to his socialism.
The play takes Shaw from his arrival in London as young man of
nineteen to his televised anti-war appeal, nearing the end of his life.
The script comes full circle. Donnelly's performance was better in
the second half, giving the old Shaw more force, more compassion,
more reality.
As a dotard, Donnelly became childlike in his gestures, and spontaneous with his body movements and facial expressions. Shaw fantasizes about his own funeral, speaks at length of Joan of Arc; the
human and historical figure as well as his adapted character, and
gives a compassionate retelling of the death of his wife Charlotte.
The second act became more intimate — more personal. The scenes
became progressively shorter. Donnelly ages Shaw before our eyes,
assuring us that he awaits death with serenity.
The first act also had its moments, following Shaw's path of
development from a sole cashier to a man of genius. He speaks of his
peculiar relationship with his mother, of the inhumane way animals
are treated in the name of science, and of his disdain for the medical
profession and for church corruption.
Shaw was a cynic, and Donnelly gives him all the mocking whit he
deserves. Religion, politics, vegetarianism and his two .great loves;
actress Ellen Terry and millionairess Charlotte Townsend, whom he
married — there is not a subject which Shaw does not discuss. The
script is a perfect vehicle for such a comprehensive portrayal. It proves to be well constructed and entertaining as well. Changes in mood
do shift from scene to scene, but are masterfully accomplished by
lighting adjustments by Donnelly's passing from the right side of the
stage to the left, or by the actor's clearing his throat.
The piece is sometimes playful, sometimes serious, and allows the
audience to explore the unprobed side of Shaw. Donnelly, complete
with convincing Irish brogue, gave Shaw polish, finesse and general
depth of character — a difficult achievement in a one man show.

A Trio of Plays
continued from page 10
Kwaku Sintim-Misa. The play is
directed by Karen Webber. Kwaku
portrays Rap, a war veteran who
fought in the Congo. While he was
away at war, his wife committed
suicide. Rap returns to his home
and meets his only daughter for the
first time. The play consists of Rap
having imaginary conversations
with his daughter. In these
monologues, Rap talks about the
impact of the war on him, his concept of freedom, and what life
means to him. These conversations
explore a conflict within Rap. His
quandry is whether the price of
freedom for his country was worth
the sacrifice of his personal life. In
the finale, he comes to a startling
conclusion.

lovers from his past, to help him
discover the key to a safe death.
Luna (Hyla Flaks) and Miami
(Louise Bond), are the two women
who arrive only to devise a mercenary plot with Hackamore's
bodygurd, Raul (Kevin Morse)•. The
three attempt to. persuade the
wealth aristocrat to bequeath his
money to one of them, with hopes
of dividing the-fortune upon his
death. The play, set on the top floor
of a Carribean luxury hotel, has
plenty of humor, yet the "tension in
'Seduced' is at once comic and
tragic." The theme probes the
corruption which results when
American people begin to depend
too heavily on material wealth.

Quests and Costs Collide
by Floyd Higgins

This week, Trinity students will
have the opportunity to see a one-act
act play written by junior Kwaku
The first thing that will strike you
Sintim-Misa. Already an ex- about my plays is in my concept of
perienced playwright,' Kwaku has art. I have not been a believer in art
seen Trinity perform one of his for art's sake. I appreciate art, but
plays in October of 1979. A native personally I don't use art for art's
of Ghana in West Africa, he has sake. I always have something to
received wide-ranging acclaim in say to the extent that sometimes it
his country.
messes up my plays. I try not to
This informal interview was become obsessed with the message,
conducted on Oct. i.
Tripod: When did you first get interested in the theater?
I didn't know I had any talent
until back in 1975, in high school,
and I auditioned for and got the
leading role in this play, and afterward everyone was complimenting me, and I was later
given the award for the best actor
of the year ... In 1976,1 went to see
a production that moved me very
much and because of that, I was
motivated to write my first play. I
performed that here my freshman
year.
Tripod: Where do you get the
material for your plays?
My sources are quite varied. The
•first- play, for example, is very
traditional. In it is the traditional
African way of life, and how it is
linked to religious beliefs. But after
that my base became very political
because the culture in Ghana
changed. I discovered that playKwaku discusses politics in the arts.
writing was the only way in which F
could air my political views on the but if you were to see a perpolitical situation, especially then in formance of mine, whether
1976 when we had a dictatorship, and comical or serious, by the end, you
it was very difficult to say anything would realize that I was trying to
publicly: So, I decided to use the talk about justice and people's
theater as my tool for working out quest for freedom.
what I thought about the political
situation, and since then my base has Tripod: Have American audiences
been political.
responded well to your work?
Oh yes. I had a very good reTripod: How successful were the sponse to my first play and a good
African productions of your plays? review. They also could identify
I had problems with one of them; with what I was saying. Certain
it was very much censored and I things were a bit remote, but it was
couldn't perform it. The audience easy to understand.
loved it because they could identify
with the things I was saying, and I Tripod: What is your upcoming
was basically writing about the play about?
.
plight of the ... I don't want to call"
This play is about a war veteran
them the ordinary people-they are who has come back home after
among the most extraordinary fighting in the Congo and his wife
people .V To think of the con- has committed suicide. He meets his
ditions they are living under. I was daughter for the first time, so the
talking about people in the lower play is centered around the converclasses who can really identify with sations this guy has •_ with his

The Jesters are a group of students
who participate in all aspects of •
theater production. The staging, ac"Seduced," written by Sam ting, directing arid publicity are
Shepard, is a play about a very old, done entirely by the students themwealthy man named Henry selves. The plays take place in GarHackamore, who begins to wonder many Hall, a small theater housing
about eternal salvation. It is a most only about a hundred people. The
Operatic and musical comedy
enigmatic work, called " a fantasy size of the theater compels the selections will be sung by Lisa
about the end of Howard audience to feel close to the action. Treger, soprano, Jean Strazdes,
Hughes . . . here portrayed as im- This lends itself well to Jesters mezzo-soprano, and David Herenmortal" (The New Yorker, October productions, as the Jesters strive for deen, baritone, with Gerald Moshell,
1978).
a "casual" atmosphere, as opposed pianist, on Friday, October 16, at
to the more spectacular stage 8:15 in the Austin Arts Center.
The program will feature three
demand
Kyle Saunders appears as the productions, which
Mozart trios, a Richard Rodgers
dying Hackamore, who conjures two" elaborate costuming and make-up.

Music

Perry Mahler and Dan Moalli,
drew a capacity crowd to the
Washington Room. The Pipes gave
a superior performance, singing old
standbys and new pieces. "Where
Did You Prep," "I get Around," and
"Those Trinity Blues" received
much 'applause, as old time
favorites.'
More than once, the opinion was
voiced, both by students and
parents, that the'Pipes were as

daughter, who is more or less a
symbol of his wife. Then the guy
has trouble trying to justify his
presence in the war and his daughter
doesn't understand why, because he
continues to claim that he was
fighting on the side of justice.
This will be the first time that the
play has been performed'. Over the
summer I had some time to talk to
some war veterans in Ghana, who
had fought in the second world war
and in the Congo, about the

photo by Will Wasbburn

problems they had adjusting afterward. I didn't complete the play until September 20. I've been rehearsing with Karen Webber who's been
helping me as assistant director and
stage manager and who's - been
giving me feedback . . . I've been
discovering things about this guy.
that I didn't have in mind when I
started.'
A friend of mine in Ghana was
making a comment on my play and
said he liked my plays because
African .artists eannot afford to
dissipate at the level of creating art
for art's sake. We are going
through a very rough period in
politics and economics. Yet, these
plays can be performed anywhere.
It's an African play, maybe,
because it was written by an
African, but anybody could be in
that situation — the quest for
freedom and justice and the costs of
freedom and justice.

Announcements Daiice

These Pipes Don't Rust
by Alison Llmpitlaw
As one of the oldest traditions of
Trinity, the Pipes showed once
again, that although members may
come and go, the fine quality of
Musical performance associated
with the Pipes never suffers.
Presenting two concerts for
Parents' Weekend, the ten member
group, including Grant Cochran,
Andy Carlson, Scott Allyn, Laura
Austin, Melissa Brown, Ted Coxe,
Eva Goldfarb, Deanna, Lund

the performance. This is when I
discovered how the theater could
be used as a political tool.

or better than any
professional group around. Their
concert was obviously one of the
highlights of the Parents Weekend
Program.
The Pipes will be performing
throughout the year. If you didn't
catch them this weekend, you
should definitely make an effort to
see them. If you did attend either
of these weekend performances, I
need not urge you.

medley, and an extended scene
from "The Tales of Hoffmann, " i n
addition to ensembles and solos by
eleven other composers.

One Step Beyond, An Evening of
Music and Dance will be presented
by dancer Valerie Feit, with Mark
Herman on acoustic jazz guitar, at
8:00 p.m. on Wednesday, October
14, in Goodwin Theatre, Austin
Arts Center. Tickets, which are $1
for students and $2 general admission, are available by calling
527-8062.
On Sunday, October 18th, at 4:00
p.m., Wallflower Order, a national.y acclaimed women's dance collective, and Grupo Raiz, • a Latin
American
c u l t u r e in the
Washington Room in Mather Campus Center at" Trinity College.
Ticket prices are $4.00, General admission, and $3.00 for students, the
unemployed and senior citizens.
Call 524-1010 for information.

All three singers have performed
extensively at the Hartt School of
Music, and were featured singers in
last winter's production of "Cosi
fan tutte." David Herendeen has
degrees from the Oberlin Conservatory, and has sung with the
Michigan Opera Theatre. Last spring,
he performed the leading role
of Roderick Usher in Hartt's "Fall
of the House of Usher." Jean
Strazdes graduated from the Hartt
School and the Cleveland Institute
of Music and has sung over twenty
roles at Hartt and with the
Cleveland Opera. Lisa Treger portrayed the title role of Gigi this past
summer at Hartt, and this spring
will sing the roles of Arigelique and
Suor Angelica for the Hartt Opera
Remember!!! The Trinity Review
Theatre. Gerald Moshell is Assistant Professor of Music at Trinity, Deadline is approaching. Material
and Chairman of the Music Depart- will not"~be accepted after October
ment. There is no admission charge. 16th — this weekend! Be creative
and submit.

Review
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Hartford
Miln(
by Francs DeRosa
State Representative Thirman
L, Milner is currently running for
the Democratic nomination for
mayor in Hartford. Milner, a third
generation Hartford
native,
remarked that he became involved
In politics "by mistake actually."
He had been active in community
affairs when in 1976 he'was persuaded to become a candidate to
replace a representative in his own
district. He won that position and
since then has become the Assistant
Majority Leader of dqnnecticut's
General Assembly. This has been
iis role for the past two terms.
The Democratic Mayoral Primary was held on September 8, in
which incumbent Mayor George
Xthanson was.declared the winner
by a slim margin over Milner.
Thirman Milner requested an in-,
vestigation of the election because
within the first day forty discrepancies concerning the counting
of the votes were discovered. The
irregularities were uncovered specifically in the 18th and 29th districts.
Milner commented, "if the votes
had been counted correctly, I
probably would have won the primary."
.
The case concerning the primary
was presented in court, Milner
stated, "I asked the judge for one
of three things: a recount, a new
election, or to be declared the winner." The case was dismissed,
however, before all the evidence
was presented; the dismissal was
caused by primarily two factors.
Firstly,
Milner's
opponents
requested a new election. Milner

suggests his chief opponent, Athanson, did this as a political move in
order to prevent the truth about the
votes from being discovered.
Secondly, Milnef had expressedly
requested a new vote because
should one not occur he felt that
Hartford citizens "would contend
that the judge awarded me the election and not the people of the city
of Hartford."
Many important decisions
resulted from the court case. A new
primary; was scheduled for Tuesday,
October- i 3 ;.••• This • and future, elections in Hartford Milner feels, will
now be conducted in an accurate
and orderly fashion. Also, Milner
conveyed that the Secretary of State
will now be more able to try to pass
legislation for political reform.
Milner stated, "I feel I have a
very good chance of winning." His
opinion is partially based on the
belief that people have become dissatisfied with George Athanson.
Milner also feels that "in the past,
many of us have protected him
(Athanson)" and that the main
reason he won his last election was
because citizens were anti-Carbone
rather than pro-Athanson.
Milner cites the following as the
major issues involved in the new
primary and in the election in
November: housing unemploy-'
ment, social issues, education,
and the role of city government. If
nominated, Milner hopes to unite
the Democratic party and consequently increase its strength. An
example of this concerns the city
council. He feels that "the endorsed council is better than before

and will be effective if it operates as
a team."
Milner stressed, "I am not running on the basis of color but
because of qualifications. He emphasized that there is "no such
thing as black legislation," and that
he only wishes to work for the
whole Hartford community. If elected, Milner believes that since the
undercurrent of racism exists, he
will first have to prove himself as a
competent; mayor and then there
will be no problems.
;
III, 'this ^elbMbnV;' Milner's' ; opponents are incumbent Mayor
George Athanson, Johanna C.
Murphy, and Deputy Mayor Robert
Ludgin. Milner's main objective
toward Athanson is that he has
failed to fulfill his role as mayor.
He emphasized that the office of
mayor has been a ceremonial
position for the past ten years under
Athanson, Milner hopes to become
"the chief advocate to the people of
the city of Hartford," if he wins the
election.
Johanna Murphy, in Milner's
opinion, does not have dnough
knowledge about Hartford or
political experience to become an
effective mayor. Although he does
believe that she has "a lot of expertise and knowledge that she can
contribute to Hartford."
Milner believes that his third opponent, Robert Ludgin, is too concerned with getting "back to
basics." He foresees Ludgin's election as resulting in the cutting of
social programs and in serious
educational problems.
Milner emphasized that if he docs

Fusscas Backs Reagan Policies
by David R. Lindquist
J. Peter Fusscas, a.Republican
State
Representative
from
Marlborough spoke before interested students in the Hamlin
Faculty Club Wednesday night.
Rep. Fusscas was invited to speak
by the Trinity Republican Club
because he is a candidate for the
Republican nomination for the 1st
Congressional district, the seat
opened by the death of William R.
Cotter in September. Other candidates for this nomination include
Ann Uccello of Hartford, Lucien
DiFazio of Wethersfield, and
Colleen Howe of Glastonbury. A
special election is to be held in
fanuary.
Rep. Fusscas was elected to the
State House of Representatives in
1980, defeating two-term incumOent Aloysius J. Ahem of Bolton.
Before his election, he worked as a
;onsultant for small businesses
narketing products overseas,
/usscas has a considerble record of
experience in international business
jrid has worked in Asia and Europe
n the last ten years.
A firm believer in freedom from
government control, Fusscas argues
hat the federal government has
tolen opportunities rightfully
idonging to today's young people.
These opportunities make up the
raditional American Dream —
me's own home, a comfortable
tandard of living, and a secure
uture. The ability to implement
ound and creative solutions to
oday's problems is very restricted,
e says, because the liberal policies
jid programs dating back to the
lew Deal'are accepted as the status
iuo by politicians who themselves
ire resistant to change,
Fusscas believes that in order to
jroperly distribute any goods to the

truly needy, it is necessary to foster
economic growth and recovery, and
support the supply-side economics
adopted by the Reagan Administration, By spending far more
than it takes in, the welfare state
has generated a staggering trilUondollar deficit. He also noted that
the Social Security system will
become bankrupt in under five
years unless the eligibility is
tightened up and some benefits are
trimmed back. Reagan, he said, is
in no way trying to attack social
programs, but is trying to save them
before it becomes too Jate to do so.
Fusscas is also very concerned
with the state of preparedness of
our armed forces and the aggression
of the Soviet Union in nations like.
Poland and Afghanistan. It is
necessary, he says, to take a firm

and tough stand with the Russians,
To do thist the government must do
what it is called upon in the constitution to do — maintain a strong,
national defense.
Fusscas has confidence in his
ability to, win a majority of the
delegates from the seventeen-town
1st District for a nomination in
November. He hopes to face
Secretary of State Barbara B. Kennelly, the likely Democratic
nominee, and win the January 12th
election as the first Republican
since Edwin H. May, Jr. held the
seat in 1959.
The Fusscas campaign will officially begin in the next few weeks
and student help is being sought.
Any interested students should contact David Gurliacci of the Trinity
Republican Club.

UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO
GRADUATE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

M.B.A.
Students of All Majors and Fields Invited
Come to our meetings to hear about our MBA and,
PhD Programs and to ask any questions about the
curriculum, admission, financial aid, and career
opportunities available in the following fields of
management:
Finance
Health Administration
Economics
Public and Nonprofit
Marketing
Human Resources
Accounting
Management Science
General Managedment
Policy

Friday, October 16
Contact Career Counseling for sign ups.

Stale Representative Thirman Milner,
not win the primary, he would not
compete as an independent Democrat because "I am a Democrat; if
I'm not elected, I will not challenge
the party."
When questioned about Trinity,
Milner expressed his view that
"Trinity is vital to Hartford." He
was also very impressed by President
English's inauguration speech in
which English expressed his con-

viction that Trinity will become actively involved with the community,
Milner feels that Trinity has been
"an island within a city" for too
lopg.
In his campaign literature, Milner
notes that he would like to be conveyed overall as " a candidate who
is willing to face the issues concerning the people and face the
people concerning the issues."

Notes OnHartford
Educational Fair
Over thirty colleges and private
occupational schools in the Hartford area are sponsoring an Adult
Learning Fair, according to the
Connecticut Board of Higher
Education, The event will be held at
the Hartford Civic Center shops on
October 15 from 11 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Information booths will be set up
by various educational institutions,
Trinity College included. Brief
seminars are to be given during the
day on topics of interest to adult
students.
A computer terminal connected
to files of information on several
educational subjects including

colleges, occupational outlook, and
financial aid will be available at
the Education and Employment Information Center booth.

Registration Service
A "shuttle service" for Trinity
students desiring to register to vote
in the Hartford general election on
November 3 will be provided by
Independent Councilman Sidney
Gardner, Gardner announced.
The rides will be available on
Wednesday and Thursday from
8:30 a.m. to 4:15 p.m. Interested
students should call Gardner's
campaign headquarters at 246-1666.
The deadline for registration is
Thursday, October 15.

-EVERY NIGHT-IS
COLLEGE NIGHT
MONDAY:

Two drinks for
price of one
TUESDAY:
75<? draft beers
WEDNESDAY: $ 1.00 Margaritas or
$3.00 for 34 02.
Jumbo Margarita
THURSDAY;
Show Trinity I.D.
& get half-price bar
drinks & 75<£ drafts

E«wis Street
Hartford, Connecticut
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Harriers Increase Speed, butLose to Union

by Howard Sadinsky

The Trinity cross-country teams
lacked speedy fortune last Saturday
as the men lost to Union and the
women to Union and Williams.
The Union race course was
similar, to a maze with many
twisting turns and rolling terrain.
The 5.0 mile course was extremely
confusing. In fact, a Union member
showing the Trin squad the course
got lost.
The race was won by Union runner Ed Arnheiter with a time of
25:59, just eight seconds away from
the course record. Arnheiter led the
race from start to finish and left no '

chance for a Trin runner to win the .John Afbolino seemed to have fifth, seventh to twelfth place. In order to Amrien finished a respectable second
race. Steve Klots, Steve Tall, arid sixth, and seventh places clinched.
place. Amrien was hampered with
win, this pack had to be moved up
Union's second runner Dave
Unfortunately, in a cloud of
one or two places. The defeat was a cold but still finished only three
Dellhusit had a fight to the finish dust, two Union runners blasted by
very disappointing as the men had seconds behind the winner of the
for second place which ended in an the Harrier pack clinching the win
many chances to win; however, they winding 2.84 mile course with a
all out sprint and a second place for Union.
could not monopolize on- any of time of 16:28. Ann Malabre
finish for the Union runner.
Many personal bests were accom- those chances. All in all, the finished in fifth place overall with a
Steve Klots had a strong finish, plished in the race. One of the most, Harriers ran a good race but Union time of 17 minutes.
with a time of 26:30, narrowly miss- admirable finishes was Bob ran better, capitalizing on a few
With four injuries, the women
ing Union's second man. Two Rasmussen's seventh place finish Trinity shortcomings.
lacked the depth needed to win.
seconds later, Steve Tall finished in- coming, in as the third Trin runner.
The women's squad also had They lost to both Union and
fourth place. Sophomores Steve The senior Harrier lowered his best
Williams by fair margins. The
Klots and Steve Tall had their best previous time by almost thirty some tough breaks-. Injuries have' women's record is now lowered to
depleted
the
women's
ranks
to
only
races of the season.. Klots' run seconds as he moved from the sixth
five runners. Erica,Thurman is not 6-8.
knocked over forty seconds off of runner to third. J , , ;
The Harriers are now looking
running
due to a stress fracture. In
his previous best time.
Once again, the Harriers placed a - addition, three other runners were forward to the New England Small
Witn a quarter mile to go, Bob
Conference
pack of six runners ranging from ailing and unable to run. Elizabeth College Athletic
Rasmussen, Dave Moughalian and
Championships to be held at
Wesleyan this coming Saturday.
The runners have been preparing
extremely hard for the NESAC
championships and have hopes For
placing well.
J

Faculty Oppose
Tennis Stars

AMERICAN WHISKEY
A BLEND

with

Seven

An unusual hew tennis tournament took place on the Trinity
courts last Sunday. The Trinity College Faculty Tennis club challenged
the Women^s Tennis team to a
match which promised a wine and
cheese party sponsored by the loser
as its coveted prize.
The Faculty team got off to a fine
start, bulldozing the top four seeds
in straight sets. The women were'
not discouraged, however, and proceeded to win the following three
singles matches as well as the three
doubles contests, tipping the final
score to 6-4 in their favor.
The first victory of the day went
to Professor Henry DePhillips who
trounced the Trinity number one
seed, Ann Pfister 6-2, 6-3. Next,
number two, Jeanine Looney also
lost to her advisor, Professor Clyde
McKee, 6-2, 6-0.
The faculty campaign continued
at full speed. Chandlee Johnson
was beaten by Prof Michael Campo 6-4, 6-3* while Barb Sherman
lost to Prof. Ralph Moyer 7-5, 6-0.
However, the women were soon
able to reverse the trend as Maria
Rosenfeld beat Prof. Donald
Galbraith 6-2, 6-0. When asked his
score at the end of the match
Galbraith could only reply, "ask
her," referring to Rosenfeld.
In other singles matches Liz
Lynch beat Betty Goldmar 6-2, 6-0,
and Sue Rice overpowered Prof.
Richard Crawford 6-2, 6-3. In
doubles, Brackenridge and Gilbert
beat Woolly and G o r d o n ;
Weisberger and Ginsburgh topped
Frasconelli; ,while Lynch and Rice
-dominated Goldman and Crawford.
The Faculty Club headed by
DePhillips; has been playing every
Sunday since last May. This event
was designed "to bring the group
together," DePhillips said.
Professor McKee slyly added
beforehand that the faculty had
"secretly been taking lessons fron
pros and practicing vigourously" ii
preparation for last Sunday's
match.
He stated that there is a feelin?
among the faculty that there ' 'is no
enough informal interplay betweei
students and faculty," and t\\t
event was an attempt to remedy t"1
problem.
Despite this loss the faculty fel
that it was a fun event overall.
DePhillips, organizer of the tournament, would like to see the tournament established as a yearly event.
He and the other members of the
Faculty Tennis* Club are plotting to
find a sponsor for the event who
will donate expensive wine and a
trophy in return for naming the
event after the sponsor.
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More Sports
Booters Fall 2-1

Starting forward Peter Miller in action against Williams before scoring Trin's only goal.

Racqueteers Volley
to an Even Week
continued from page 15
Lynch took both sets at three.
Jeanine Looney continued her
excellent play at number two singles
with a 6-2, 6-3 win. As in the Smith
match, Sarah Addington and
Chandlee Johnson played similar
matches, but this time the, results
were pleasing. Both got off to fast
starts, taking their opening sets at
two, and fought off opponents
charges in the second set; Addington prevailing 7-5 and Johnson
7-6.

The Williams win evened the
team's record at 3-3. With four
matches remaining before the New
England Championships the team
appears to have a good chance at
finishing above the 500 mark. U.
Hartford and Wesleyan both
should be defeated if results in last
weekend's state tourney are any indication. Mt. Holyoke is an
unknown quantity while UConn
will be tough. If the team does indeed finish above 500 this week the
'81 campaign should be considered
a success.

\

Photo btDavid siakind

After a ten day layoff, a
lackadaisical Trinity soccer team
lost 2-1 to Williams on Saturday,
Playing before the Parent's
Weekend crowd, the. Bantams did
not exhibit the enthusiasm or aggressiveness that characterized their
game against Babson last week.
Trinity allowed themselves to fall
into the rhythm that the Eph-men
set instead of playing their own
game.
Both of Williams' goals were as
much a result of lackluster play by
Trinity as of good execution by
Williams, Several Bantams commented after the game that the
goals could probably have been
avoided if they had played more aggressively.

The Trinity goal, scored by Peter
Miller, showed the Bantams at their
able best. However, there were not
many moments of such inspired
play Saturday. The team felt that
there was some good passing and
nice combinations but that these
were the exceptions to Trinity's play
rather than the rule.
The soccer team is still trying to
find its groove. Their inconsistency
has kept them from winning so
far this year but they think that the
potential is there to change this in
either of this week's games, first
against WPI or then against Tufts.
Those of you who arc going to be in
Boston this weekend for the Head
of the Charles should go out to
Medford Saturday and root for
Trin against the Jumbos, It will
help.

Mr. Boston

Schnapps and Hops

*<#

, , }

S^

Sensation Tom Clemmenson on his way towards the goal for Trin before
the brilliant play was disallowed because of a violation,
photo by Fritz Menzon

Parents Witness
Football Triumph
continued front page 16

Shield as Martin's replacement at
quarterback. Shield passed 16
tampered through a gaping hole in times, completing 10 for 165 yards,
he Ephmens' defensive line and ran 2 touchdowns and no interceptions.
Trinity's win, combined with
1 yards for the final Trinity score.
tfith that run, Holden moved to Tuft's shocking 8-7 loss at Bowdoin
iie number five spot on the Trinity puts the Bantams In charge of their
championship chances as they
•'jll time rushing list.
Holden's score, his second of the travel to Colby in Waterville, Me.
lay, insured Trinity's victory, and, Williams' loss severly damages their
slthough Williams struck again with hopes of a successful season, not
• 70 yard scoring strike from Con- only because their record drops to
lolly to Micah Taylor, the Bantams
1-2, but also because they head into
vere assured a 2-1 record.
a game with Tufts next week. If the
Bantam offense can continue to
Although no individuals stood
*ut in particular, the Bantam
produce 20 or more points per
iefense played very well, allowing game, and the defens&can perform
•Villiams only 119 yards in total of- as well as against Williams, the Banense. One encouraging aspect of
tam's chances for continuing their
he game was the emergence t>f
two game win streak are promising.

The dynamic duo. A shot of Mr. Boston Peppermint
Schnapps and the perfect sidekick—an icy cold mug of your
favorite beer.
An exciting combination that's winning over tastebuds
everywhere.
Sure, there are lots of Peppermint Schnapps. But only
Mr. Boston's natural Peppermint Schnapps comes from a
collection of eleven natural tastes from around the world.
So why take a shot in the dark?

MnBoston's

Natural Peppermint Taste
Mr. Boston Peppermint Schnapps, 54, 60 and 100 proof
Produced by Mr. Boston Distiller, Boston, MA, Owensboro, KY, Albany, GA. © 1980
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More Sports
Bantams Storm to 3-0 Win
by Jane Melvin'

Trinity women's soccer continued on its rampage against the
soccer teams from all over New
England by shutting out Wheaton
College on Friday. The lady
booters, undefeated this season,
have already won half of their
scheduled games. Their record of
5-0 shows the development of Trinity's women's soccer program in two
short years.
Coming from a soccer club, last
year was Trin's first year with a,
women's soccer team as an official "varsity" team. Last year's record
was 3-4-1. This year has turned out
to be more than a building year for
Trin — instead it has become a
great year for Trin!
Friday's victory against Wheaton

ended with a score of 3-0, with
Trinity basically dominating the
game. Trin's offense played up to
its usual ability, with the shots on
goal at the end of the first half at
twenty for Trin and only one for
Wheaton. With eight seconds remaining in the first half, Karen Orczyk found a hole and headed
towards the goal. She made a shot,
but the Wheaton goalie was there in
time.
'
However, the goalie did not hold
on long enough as freshman Karen
Rodgers appeared to take another
shot. Her shot went right over the '
goalie's hands into the corner of the
net to bring the score at the end of
the half to 1-0.
Coming back^pn the field for the
second half, Trinity continued to

dominate. The.defense kept the ball
out of Trinity territory, but once in
a while when Wheaton did get a
shot on goal, freshman goalie
Jeanne Monnes easily handled the
situation and sent the ball back up
the field towards the Wheaton net.
Several minutes into the second
half, Karen Orczyk came up the
field with a power shot that went
right past the Wheaton team to
bring the score to 2-0. Later in the
game, freshman fullback Prudence
Horne brought the ball out of
Trin's territory arid scored Trin's
last goal of the game from thirty
yards out.
Horne was Trinity's key ingredient in Friday's game. Besides
scoring a goal, she played brilliantly
on defense, appearing wherever the

IN THE ARENA

Up and Coming:
Oct. 14
Men's Soccer
WPI
3:00
away
Women's Soccer
Brown J.V.
3:30
Home "
Water Polo
Amherst
7:00
away
Filmed Highlights of the Trm-Williams game with football Coach Don Miller,
12:00 p.m. in Alumni Lounge.
Meeting for those interested in playing Men's Squash, 8:30 p.m. in the Conference Room
of Ferris Athletic Center.. Contact: Peter DeRose.
Last day to sign up for the $600.00 St. Anthony Tennis Open.
Oct. 15
Men's Soccer
'
5>pnngheid
3:00
Home
Women's Tennis
UHart
3:15
away
Oct. 17
Water Polo
URI Tourn.
away
Varsity Football
Colby
1:30
away
Men's Soccer
Tufts
11:30
away
Cross Country
NESCAC
12:00
away
Wesleyan
Field Hockey
Bridgeport
2:00
Home
Women's Tennis
Wesleyan
10:30
away
Women's Soccer
Southampton
2:00
Home
Trin. Col.
St. Anthony's Tennis Open
Courts
Oct. 18
Head of the Charles Rowing Regatta in Boston, Mass
St. Anthony's Tennis Open continues.
3:00
away
Oct. 19
J.V. Football
Southerner
3:00
away
Mt.
Holyoke
Women's Tennis
Team
Over and Done:
Score
Record
Varsity Football
vs. Willaims
27-14
2-1
Field Hockey
vs. Amherst
3-1
4-2
vs. Williams
0-1
Men's Soccer
vs. Williams
1-2
0-4
, Women's Soccer
vs. Wheaton
3-0
5-0
vs. Smith
Women's Tennis
1-8
' ... 3-3
vs. Williams
6-3
vs. Trin. Faculty Tennis Club ^ 4
vs. St. Peters
10-5
4-3-1
Water Polo
vs. Greenwich High School
8-8
vs. Queens College
11-3
vs. Williams
7-9
31-26
vs. Union
:
4-6
Cross Country Men
vs. Union
32-23
6-8
Women
vs. Williams
••»

••

'

The unstoppable Karen Orczyk fights for the 3-0 win over Wheaton.
ball seemed to go. Polly Lavery was most talented goalies in the league,
outstanding on the defensive end of Trin offense worked very hard and
the field as well. °
took a lot of shots on the goal.
Last week, Coach Karen Erland- Three went past the Wheaton
son believed that this week's game goalie, however, that was three
against Wheaton would be a more than Jeanne Monnes let by
milestone for the team. Knowing and enough to give Trinity a sound
that they were opposing one of the win over Wheaton.

Tennis Loses a Match;
Gainsa Victory
by Stephen Gelhnan
The Trinity Varsity Women's
Tennis Team bounced back from a
disappointing loss to Smith on
Wednesday and defeated Williams
in front of parents and friends on
Saturday, 6-3.
The loss at home against Smith
was surprising, if nothing else,
because last year's squad, • which
was weaker than this year's, beat
Smith. Only Anne Pfister's thrilling
6-4, 3-6, 7-6 victory kept Smith
from pulling off a sweep. Weather
again forced unusual circumstances
on the players. A light drizzle caused
this match to be played without add
points; in other words, when a
game went to deuce the winner of
the next point took the game. A
modified form of Russian
RouUette.
A disappointing element of the
singles play was the inability of the
women, after losing tough first sets,
to regain their concentration. Both
Sarah Addington and Chandlee
Johnson played well in the opening
set, losing 7-6 and 7-5 respectively, v
but were crushed, Addington at love
and Johnson at one, in their second

sets. Jeanine Looney also lost a
tough first set, 7-6, but stayed competitive in losing the second set 6-4.
The first two doubles teams both
played well in defeat. Playing at
number one doubles for the first
time, Alyson GeUer and Donna
Gilbert lost 7-5 in the third set. The
team they replaced at one. Sue
Greene and Martha Brackenridge,
also fell in the third, 6-4.
After the Smith loss, Coach Kirk
Cameron said the team "can't afford any more losses", The team
then played as if they had taken
Cameron's word to heart on Saturday.
Although three singles players
lost, Pfister and Maria Rosenfeld in
three sets, and Barb Sherman in
two, the doubles teams came
through picking up all three matches and moving the team to victory. Geller-Gilbert dropped the
first set of their match but came
back and swept the next two 6V2,
6-4 to pull out the win. The other
two doubles teams had easy afternoons. Brackenridge and Greene
won 6-2, 6-1 and Sue Rice and Liz
continued on page 14

Hcdcey Struggles With Tough (^position; Emerges at 1-1
by Anne Louise Kerr
the Women's Field Hockey team
ended last week with a one win, one
loss record beating Amherst 3-1 and
suffering a 1-0 upset on Parents'
Weekend against Williams. The
heavy schedule to date leaves the
Lady Bants at a 4-2 record and their
toughest competitors still to come.
The game against Amherst on
Wednesday was scoreless at
halftime. Coach Sheppard praised
her hustling defense, as Trinity
returned to the field freshman
Susie Cutler took the initiative and
scored from her left wing position.
Less than three minutes later,
r
'ght link Laura Higgs connected
with a goalie rebound and scored
the second Trinity goal. Amherit
scored off a penalty corner closing
'he gap at 2rl midway through the
second half.
Trinity was not threatened by
A m h e r s t ' s persistence and
retaliated with another goal; Susie

Cutjer scored again this time off a
pass frorq win Laura Gill to secure .
the fourth win for Trinity.
Saturday the women faced
Williams at 11:30. Both teams were
evenly matched through an exciting
first half leaving a 0-0 score at the
halftime whistle. Sheppard seemed
optimistic during the huddle. She
thought "they looked like a unit,
but needed practice strategies to
penetrate Williams' defense."
Sheppard used Freshman Kat
Castle as a sleeper attack and used
the remaining forwards back on
defense when Williams was in Trinity's defending circle. Unfortunately
the attack could not put the ball
past the William's goalie.
In the last few minutes Wiliiams
scored a beautiful goal off a penalty
corner ending the game at 1-0.
Although a disappointed team
walked off the field, Sheppard said
her "girls played well and if we continue to play as well as today, future
Kat Castle takes a shot while Laitie Lynch looks on.
games will be successful."

photo by Oevld Siskind

Gridders Overpower Mediocre Eph-men
by Lou Shipley
The Trinity Bantams moved further along in their quest to retain
the Division III championship
Saturday by trouncing Williams 2714. Trinity dominated the first half,
running up an impressive 13-0 halftime lead. The Bantams similarly
commanded the second half, but
lapsed defensively in the fourth
quarter and permitted two Eph-men
touchdowns.
Williams won the opening coin
toss and elected to kick. On their,
first possession the Bantams
avoided the defensive secondary by
pursuing the ground; game. With
the loss of starting quarterback
Peter Martin, freshman Joe Shield
stepped in and engineered a 78 yard
scoring drive.
Shield handed off to bill Holden
who ran off tackle and ..over center 6 times during the drive for a
total of 37 yards. Shield also ran
once himself for 8 yards to pick up
• a needed first down.
With 9:40 remaining in the quarter the Bantams called time out.
The play from the bench proved
successful as Shield fired a 26 yard
scoring strike to Holden in the corner of the end zone. Chris Caskin
was successful with his conversion
attempt.
Williams first possession was unsuccessful as the solid -Bantam
defense stopped1 the Eph-men in 4
plays and forced them to punt.
Trinity received the punt .and
subsequently commenced another Freshman quarterback Joe Shield executes a pass for the Gridders against Williams in last Saturday's 27-14 victory. Skillfully backing up Shield is
photo by FrIU Metlzon
scoring drive, capped off by a halfback Mike Elia (#35), tackle Justin George (#70), fullback Bill Holden (#), and tight end Ben Baron (#84).
Caskin 30 yard field goal: Soon, Lawler injured his knee in the Wheately nor toitt Casey could
Shield's throwing ability to get pass, Caskin's PAT was again
Caskin added another field goal, second quarter. Backup quartermanage any notable rushing yar- within Field goal distance; however, good.
this one from 25 yards, in the early, back Scott Garabedian proved inefdage: the two combined for only 12 Caskin's attempt was blocked by a
In the fourth quarter William's
stages of the second quarter.
fective against the Trinity defense.
'.iarn's defender,
coach
Bob Odell used his third
yards
before
the
half.
The Williams offensive unit was His half time statistics were unimstring QB B.J. Connolly as a last
sluggish throughout the first half. pressive at most, as he went 0 for 6
In contrast, Trinity's offensive
resort. Connolly's first pass was
William's next two possessions
During last week's Rochester game, with one interception. Neither Jay
statistics were very impressive.
picked off by Mike Tucci, but Tuctheir starting quarterback John
Shield went 5 for 7 for 72 yards and were ineffective, as the Bantams
ci's feat was undone by a Trinity
pushed
their
opponents
near
their
Holden combined with Mike Elia
fumble two plays later.
own end zone. Eph-men punter
and Tom Clemmenson for 148
Finally at 8:10 of the quarter the
John
Hennigen
had
the
ball
snapyards.
purple scored when Connolly comBarge Club and the Trinity " A "
ped
over
his
head
and
into
the
endby Andy Stcphenson'
The third quarter proved to be
zone. His acrobatics saved his pleted a TD pass to Marc Hummon
The second Sunday in October is boat. They finished fourth which
the difference between Williams
narrowing Trinity's lead to 20-7.
team
from suffering a safety, but
usually a cold, windy fall day, with was the best place of the day for the
and Trinity as the Bantams expanThe Bantam offense reacted
overcast skies. Not ideal rowing Trinity program. The " C " boat
ded their lead to 20-0 with 3:50 after he got the punt off, Clemmenquickly
to William's initial score by
son
returned
it
to
the
Williams'
24
conditions. But it is the date set for was 14th across the line in a fleet of
remaining in the third period. After
pushing the lead to 27-7, Holden
the Head of the Connecticut Regat- 24. One oarsman* said the piece
exchanging punts, Trinity drove to yard line. Two plays later Shield hit
ta, an event less celebrated than the went a lot better than he expected.
the Williams 24, again utilizing Bob Reading in the back of the end
continued on page 14
Charles, but just as important to He had reason for his jubilation;
Holden's running power and zone for a 15 yeard touchdown
the oarsmen who row in it. There two oarsmen in his boat are hew to
was a change this year though, as the sport, and it was also the cox'
sunny skies and mild temperatures swain's first race.
prevailed. There was even a slight
by Chris McCarthy
see the Ducks again and when that
low life of Williams College. Led by
The women also had a good day
fall wind that most oarsmen
the stately play of Dave "Mr.
happens the Ducks claws will be
in
Middletown,
In
their
race,
they
The
Trinity
Ducks
migrated
welcomed though few will admit it.
Pikester"
Pike,
the
Ducks
cosharpened
and ready to dig.
closed
the
distance
between
themnorth this Friday night in an atThe race course is situated in
captain, and the awesome shooting
To end up the evening the Duckselves
and
UNH,
and
moved
away
tempt
to
lay
an
egg
on
the
Williams
Middletown, Connecticut, just
lings entered the water at an ungodwater polo team. Unfortunately for of Ed "Stan the Man" Daplan and
down the hill from Wesleyan. It is from Connecticut College, who
Chip "Express Train" Lake, the
ly hour to play waterpolo and shed
started
just
behind
them.
They
were
the
Ducks,
they
came
out
of
the
three and a half miles long and conDucks were able to keep the packed
some more down on the way to a
tains two large turns where cox- also able to hold off the Boston- games with a few bent beaks and
arena on the edge of their seats.
tough loss. Great play was turned in
University
boat,
a
crew
that
races
in
ruffled
feathers.
swains can cut time by making tight
by Uncle Ken "no way I'm too
a far more competitive league than
The night started with the women Mike "Mellow" Mem keeping a
turns.
cool head in the goal, played imtired" Festa and Scott "fish"
Trinity.
The
actual
finishing
time
Ducks
taking
on
the
"large"
Boats race against the clock and
Bowden as the Ducklings stayed
women's team from Williams. The pressively, although battling a dose
tart at -intervals of about ten for the Women's Eight was
of the plague, scoring.a big goal in
tied with Williams through the first
unknown
at
press
time.
lady
ducks,
centered
around
the
xonds. The varsity and J.V.
the first quarter.
half. But the Jack of substitutes
As it turned out, the Heavy Eight
overwhelming three goal play of
ightweights raced in the Lighttook its toll as Mike BronziiWj
After
the
first
quarter
with
a
never
raced
in
a
formal
race
on
sophomore captain Liz " N ' s "
weight Eight division. The varsity,
Dave Mugford, "Toastmaster"
score
of
3-4
in
favor
of
Williams,
Sunday.
The
regatta
officials
got
Brennan,
gave
the
Williams
team
a
rowing at 30 strokes per minute
Helson and Chris McCarthy played
Booter,
the
"Guillotime"
Bronzino
behind
schedule,
and
had
to
cancel
run for the money. On the more
were passed by Coast Guard, who
almost forty straight minutes. Even
'scored
a
much
needed
goal
and
in
the
event
to
allow
a
large
tug
and
physical
side
of
the
game
the
brutal
were rowing about two strokes
though Bob "the Beak" Anderson
the
process
obtained
quite
a
bent
barge
to
come
upstream,
a
veryplay of Lou Lou "lovie, lovie"
higher, at about the half way point.
put in a great performance as did
beak
when
an
elbow
opened
up
the
unusual
event
in
rowing.
Many
of
Cass,
intimidated
Williams
allowing
The varsity finished 14th. Trinity's
top of his nose, but being as tough Greg " D " Acetta and Lance
the Eights had a race of their Own,
her to score an impressive goal.
second boat held off a Yale boad in
"Don't Know" Choy played inas
he is, he returned later to play
despite
protests
from
the
official.
Duckling
Betsy
"Cogs"
Coswell
their piece, which was a nice bit of
credibly
in goal, 'stopping many
with
his
usual
savage
style.
EvenNo
times
or
relative'
places
were
also added a golden touch firing a
work, considering that there were
shots on, numerous fast breaks,
tually,
even
though
the
Ducks
kept
recorded.
goal
past
the
Williams
goalie
to
give
three people in the boat who had.
Williams was again able to outswita
All in all, it was a good day for
the Ducks a total of five goals. The up constant substitutions, including
never raced before.*
{;
Trinity and win narrowly .9-7.
the
injured
scoring
machine
Kyle
Trinity.
The
fall
season
is
conrest
of
the
team
was
rounded
out
by
The Heavyweights Eight divided
Last weekend, however, the
themselves up into two fours for a sidered just a tune up for the spring, the superior play of Tory Arranow, Parrow and John " H o n d o "
Sarah Lay and Chris Letpron. Peabody as well as Tim "Boy Ducks swam admirably during the
morning race, and were scheduled and by all indications, the Trinity
Iona Tournament. They were able
to race together in the Varsity crew should be just as competitive Although the final score was 7-5 Wonder" Raftis, Scott "the Canto pluck the feathers of Queens ColWilliams, the lady Ducks played non" Bowdon and Chris "CitaHeavyweight Eight race later that overall as last year. Trim boats beat
lege 11.3 on St. Peters 10-5 while tysuperbly and looking forward to cean" McCarthy, Williams was able
afternoon. The Trinity " A " four many of the crews they'll be racing
ing a tough Duck battle with Greensome more games in order to im- to outswim the Bantams and win
passed one. boat, the Hartford in the spring, but this is not an ideal
the game 13-10.
wich High School, 8-8. These gruelprove their play.
Barge Club four, and finished in means of comparison since winter
It was a tough loss but the ing victories tied the Ducks for a se10th place. The " B " four passed conditioning has a big hand for fast
The male Ducks took to the
cond, place Finish overall.
three boats including the Hartford r .boats in the spring.
water looking for a big win over the degenerate players of Wmianu wili

Crew Sails Again

Dynamic Ducks Plucked by Williams

